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Abstract: This document provides a general overview of the current process that exists to clean, inspect, and regulate the movement of invasive
species through ports of embarkation and debarkation. The Department of
Defense rapidly moves extensive quantities of personnel and equipment
throughout the world and invasive species are hampering these operations. Every military unit that passes through a port of embarkation and
debarkation is subjected to scrutiny and inspections to preclude the movement of invasive species from one region of the world to another. Depending on the region where personnel and equipment are moving, the inspection and cleaning process can last weeks, even for small units. The costs in
time and money are generally overlooked and have often been attributed
to another operational requirement; however, as countries increase their
awareness of invasive species, these costs and commitment will rise. Information compiled during this project indicates that over half a million man
hours and $16 million were needed to process 9 months of personnel and
equipment through ports of embarkation in Kuwait during FY04. These
requirements and costs will increase unless processes are established that
assist the unit commanders in complying with requirements related to
invasive species.

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or promotional purposes.
Citation of trade names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products.
All product names and trademarks cited are the property of their respective owners. The findings of this report are not to
be construed as an official Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents.
DESTROY THIS REPORT WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED. DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE ORIGINATOR.
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Introduction

Background
Historically, over 50,000 alien invasive species have been found in the
United States, many of which are destructive to native ecosystems, agriculture, or infrastructure (Pimentel et al. 2005). Examples include fire ants,
Asian gypsy moth, zebra mussels, round goby, knapweed, leafy spurge,
various thistles, water hyacinth, purple loosestrife, and soybean fungus.
Annual losses of over $120 billion have been documented from the effects
and control of such harmful introductions (Pimentel et al. 2005).
Any organism has the potential to become invasive when moved to a new
region with suitable habitats. There are certain criteria that make a species
a higher risk over another, such as unrestrained reproductive capability or
growth potential. These conditions are not always apparent in an organism’s native range and may only be observed in new habitats. For example,
Australian pine (Casuarina equisetifolia) grows slowly and reaches an
average height of 50 ft (15 m) in its native Australia. In south Florida these
trees can obtain a height of 100 ft (30 m).
Because of the multitude of factors that may influence potential invasiveness, determining the risk associated with any particular species is exceedingly difficult since every species can be a potential invader. A more logical
approach is to focus on the pathways that allow the movement of organisms from ports of embarkation to ports of debarkation. Some general
characteristics need to be considered to mitigate the movement of plants
or animals, but detailed analysis of a species probably will provide limited
benefit in precluding the movement of species between locations.
Invasive species cause significant impacts to natural ecosystems including
the replacement or extirpation of native flora and fauna and decreased
land use and value. Even small populations can be threatening because of
their potential for rapid dissemination to nearby areas. Man-induced dispersal is of primary concern because invasive species or their reproductive
structures can be disseminated across large areas by vehicles or other
equipment, or on clothing. This is especially likely during military training
exercises where extensive amounts of equipment and personnel are moved
across large geographical areas in short periods of time.
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Military personnel often have been subjected to extensive time in the field
and their personal equipment, as well as unit equipment, may provide easy
access for the introduction of exotic organisms. Many exercise participants
or warfighters are unaware of the potential troublesome conditions that
can arise if organisms are transported to continental United States
(CONUS) locations, as well as locations outside CONUS (OCONUS). Often
the existing military protocols and instructional videos for cleaning and
transportation of equipment deal with materiel that is obsolete or not currently in the inventory.
A recent study, Evaluation of the Quarantine Risks Associated with Military and Humanitarian Movements Between East Timor and Australia
(Australia Quarantine and Inspection Service 2000), reported a significant
number of invasive species that were identified and removed from personnel and equipment returning to Australia. The report describes the steps
taken to preclude the movement of unwanted organisms. The document
concludes that there is a serious risk in the movement of military equipment and extreme care should be taken during these rapid deployments.
Problems related to invasive species have arisen for forces deploying. U.S.
Forces participating in the exercise Tandem Thrust were prohibited from
entering Australia until a phyto-sanitation certificate could be obtained
indicating that the ship was free of gypsy moth. Other questions have
recently surfaced concerning how North American insect pests arrived in
Europe. These invasive species were found in close proximity to military
operations that were conducted in Bosnia – Herzegovina. Speculation has
arisen that units rapidly deploying from the central United States may
have carried these organisms with them as they deployed. In 2001 German
military equipment was shipped from the German Port of Cuxhaven to the
U.S. port of Beaumont, TX, to be used in the multinational exercise Roving
Sands. Because of concern for spreading Foot and Mouth Disease from
Europe to the United States, State of Texas officials inspected the equipment, declared it to be dirty and not acceptable for entry, and ordered it to
be returned to Germany. Inspections by U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) personnel in Texas and in Germany, after it was returned, found
the equipment to be acceptable for entry into the United States under
USDA standards, and challenged the ruling of the Texas officials (Rivera
2001). This illustrates the difficulty and the potential economic and operational impact of agricultural inspections.
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The significant monetary and environmental impact that invasive species
are having around the world has focused the responses of many agencies
to this problem. Due to these costs, the pathways that allow new invasive
species to enter the country are becoming increasingly scrutinized. In
addition, the increased terrorist threat levels have also alerted agencies to
be more judicious in introductions of equipment and materials into the
United States. Since the Department of Defense (DoD) continues to have
personnel and equipment throughout the world, it is no wonder that the
manner in which the DoD handles the movement of personnel and equipment has come under examination. Commercial transports contribute to
invasive species problems, but they do not appear to be scrutinized as
closely as military cargos.
Material, equipment, and personnel all pass through ports of embarkation
and debarkation. These facilities act as a conduit for the transport of military equipment and personnel. Generally, there are two types of facilities—
airports and seaports. While both provide the same or similar types of
functions, there are significant differences between the two operations.
Seaports process large ships that can handle extensive cargo tonnage.
Prior to embarkation, supplies and equipment are cleaned and stored in
staging areas awaiting the ship. The duration of time material and equipment are maintained in this staging area varies but generally lasts for 2 to
8 months depending on requirements, and access to these areas is generally restricted. Once the cargo is loaded on the ship, travel time could be 1
to 2 months before it is off-loaded at the port of debarkation. Cargo arriving in the United States is inspected by the USDA Animal Plant Health
Inspection Service to ensure that no invasive species are transported. If an
invasive species is detected, the personnel receiving the material can be
required to eliminate the problem or the shipment can be sent back to the
port of embarkation.
In general airports process low volumes of cargo and equipment but at a
rapid pace. An examination of airfields identified that most had only minimal capability to clean and process equipment. Storage areas were usually
adjacent to the flight line, and access to these areas was not restricted. Aircraft move equipment rapidly between ports of embarkation and debarkation and the military’s ability to have trained personnel available to monitor the introduction of invasive species at these locations is limited.

3
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Objective
The objective of this report is to document and review current protocols
used by the DoD to protect the United States and host nations from the
transfer of invasive species associated with the movement of military
equipment. The goal of the study is to identify success stories and procedures to improve the DoD’s efforts to reduce the transport of invasive species associated with military movements. The DoD Legacy Resource Management Program, in coordination with the Armed Forces Pest Management Board, sponsored this assessment.
Initially, the study investigators planned to evaluate units that were participating in CONUS or OCONUS exercises such as Tandem Thrust, Bright
Star, Ulchi Focus Lens, or Roving Sands. However, due to funding constraints, and subsequently the war in Iraq, modifications were made in the
scope and direction of the project. Many of the exercises that were scheduled to be evaluated were canceled or reduced in size and scope. The
United States deployed extensive Active, Reserve, and National Guard personnel and materiel to the U.S. Central Command’s (CENTCOM’s) Area of
Operations. These wartime military movements for Operation Iraqi Freedom provided investigators the opportunity to assess DoD’s program for
control of invasive species on a large scale.

Methodology/Approach
A multiple-level approach was utilized to evaluate the transportation of
invasive species associated with the movement of military personnel and
equipment. First, a team of experts, listed in Table 1, assembled to examine invasive species issues associated with materiel transport during military operations.
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Table 1. Interagency study team.
Agency

Team Member

U.S. Transportation Command

Al Bane
Howard Wit

U.S. Department of Agriculture

Dr. David R. Reaves
Evelia Sosa

Armed Forces Pest Management Board

Dr. Peter Egan
LCDR Michael Zyzak, PhD

Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force

Dr. Al Cofrancesco

Federal Interagency Committee for the Management of Noxious
and Exotic Weeds

Dr. Peter Egan

The team met to determine the key factors that needed to be examined
when evaluating the movement of personnel and equipment. A protocol
was established for evaluating deployed units. The team also reviewed
timeframes of upcoming unit deployments to determine which organizations would be examined.
The second phase evaluated personnel and equipment returning from
OCONUS deployments at both the embarkation and debarkation areas.
Selected personnel and equipment with the greatest potential for transporting invasive species were identified and evaluated. This report of the
findings was prepared to identify DoD's strengths and weaknesses in
preventing the introduction of invasive species. A list of recommended
changes to policy and procedures designed to eliminate the movement of
invasive species also will be provided.
The field examinations were conducted using the following procedures:
•

•

•

Conduct discussions with personnel responsible for the movement of
soldiers and equipment in the theater in order to examine the procedures and protocols used to facilitate movement.
Conduct onsite inspections of equipment-cleaning processes at various
locations to document the effectiveness of the existing procedures and
to determine how to improve these processes.
Evaluate equipment and personnel being processed for the presence or
absence of invasive species or carrier material (soil or vegetation). The
analysis looked at equipment placed in the staging areas after cleaning.
A number of vehicles in the staging area are inspected for the presence
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of soil, vegetation, or animals. The percentage of vehicles that are not
clean is reported.
Estimate the time and cost expended by DoD units to prepare vehicles
for safe transport with respect to invasive species.

Transportation activities were investigated in two theater commands—the
U.S. European Command (EUCOM) and CENTCOM in 2002 and 2004
(Table 2).
Table 2. Locations visited for study.
Country

Camp/Base

Type of Facility

Germany

Ramstein Air Force Base

Storage area
Flight line

Italy

Camp Darby, Livorno

Wash racks
Storage area
Port facility

Kuwait

Camp Arifjan

Wash racks
Sterile storage lots

Camp Doha

Wash racks
Sterile storage lots

Military Sealift Command Kuwait

Wash racks
Storage lots
Ship—U.S. Naval Ship Watkins

Ali Al Salem Air Base

Storage area
Flight line

Organization of report
The results of the study described in this report are summarized in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 discusses the results, and Chapter 4 lists conclusions and
recommendations. Appendix A is a summary of laws, rules, and regulations governing the control of invasive species. Appendix B outlines standard operating procedures for the 886 Expeditionary Security Forces
Group (ESFG). Samples of correspondence regarding agricultural clearance incidents experienced by the military are provided in Appendix C.
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Findings/Results

Europe (EUCOM area)
Discussions were held with both the EUCOM staff and U.S. Army Europe
(USAREUER) & 7th Army staff. Military personnel conducting pre-clearance operations in EUCOM indicated they inspect equipment shipped
from other countries. If the equipment is not clean, they will send it on to
the final destination in that country. If it is passing through to the United
States they will send it on to its destination, such as Dover, and it will be
cleaned in the United States. The study team has not been able to establish
if this is done and what procedures are taken at the U.S. facility to ensure
that the soil and organisms are removed and treated to avoid contaminating the U.S. site. EUCOM personnel indicated that in the past they cleaned
dirty equipment being transported from CENTCOM to Germany, but
ceased the cleaning operations because of objections from the German
government. Germany objected because EUCOM did not have a procedure
in place to decontaminate the material (soil, wash water, etc.) removed
from the equipment.
Historically the records indicate that there were problems occurring with
material being shipped through the aerial ports of debarkation (APODs)
and seaports of debarkation (SPODs) in Germany and Spain.
•

•

•

Six C-17s and their cargo were placed in quarantine at Charleston AFB
on 6 July 1999 for 24 hr while 233,003 lb of cargo including 14 pallets
and 33 pieces of rolling stock were positioned for fumigation to kill
snails (Figure 1) attached to the materials. Cost for the operation was
approximately $2 million (Pomerinke 1999; Figures C10-C11)
In October-November 1999 snails were discovered on equipment being
transported to North Carolina on contract ships Motor Vessel Steven L.
Bennett (Figure C4) and Motor Vessel Austral Rainbow, respectively
(Bolton 1999; Figure C6).
As noted earlier, two ships containing German Army equipment being
transported into the United States for the Roving Sands exercise in
2001 were stopped at the SPOD and sent back to Germany without off
loading their equipment (Rivera 2001; Figures C18-C20). Port inspectors claimed the equipment was not adequately cleaned. However,
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USDA inspection of the equipment on its return to Germany indicated
the equipment was clean and should have been accepted at the port.
Dirty equipment was found at Army Materiel Command operations at
Ramstein Air Force Base, Germany, on 4 February 2004 by W.L.
Manning, Military Attaché, Agriculture Advisor, EUCOM (Manning
2004; Figure C21).
A briefing for Commander Naval Region Europe on 6 April 2006
(Naval Region Europe 2006) advises that washing of equipment at
Rota, Spain, may be forbidden. Executive Order 13112, Invasive Species
(The White House 1999), applies globally and Spanish Law applies in
Rota.

Figure 1. Snail causing quarantine of equipment at Charleston AFB.

Camp Darby, Livorno, Italy (July 2002)
Discussions with personnel at Camp Darby indicated that there were two
general components that conducted shipping—the military combat equipment battalion and the munitions operations. Individuals responsible for
the equipment operations indicated that often equipment would be
shipped into the country that needed to be cleaned. The facility had designated areas where cleaning would generally occur; however, they also
maintained portable equipment to assist in the process. Installation personnel would undertake the cleaning and then place the equipment into
storage lots awaiting requests for transport to another location. The
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storage lots consisted of large protected areas where equipment would be
stored in the open and within closed, zippered canvas containers. Equipment and munitions would be transported to nearby SPODs for
movement.
A cursory examination of 74 pieces of equipment located in the staging
area (Figure 2) at the Leghorn (Camp Darby) facility revealed the presence
of significant snail infestations. While the equipment had been previously
cleaned, it was maintained in the area for an extended period allowing the
snails time to attach to the equipment. The snail population was so significant that even with superficial examinations over 50 snails or eggs were
observed attached to a vehicle (Figure 3). Apparently, snails were also able
to infest equipment that was being maintained inside zippered canvas
enclosures (Figure 4). Interestingly, only four vehicles or 5 percent were
observed having attached clumps of soil or vegetation, further illustrating
the potential movement of invasive species even after cleaning.

Figure 2. Equipment in staging area at Leghorn.
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Figure 3. Snails attached to vehicle.

Figure 4. Canvas enclosures to prevent reinfestation of cleaned equipment.

This facility also ships numerous amounts of ammunition to locations
around the world. These munitions are placed inside shipping containers
that have been thoroughly cleaned. Personnel at this location have developed a stand that allows the washing practice to be done rapidly and
safely. In years prior to this visit, ammo containers that were being
shipped back to the United States from Leghorn were found to have snails

ERDC/EL TR-07-8

attached. The USDA required that the containers be cleaned and they collected the snails for examination. While the majority of snails collected
were European, scientists did find a number of North American species
attached to the containers. To date it is not known if any followup was conducted at the facility in Italy to determine if North American mollusks are
established at this military installation. However, Dr. David Robinson
(Figure C7) indicated that European snails were established near the Military Ocean Terminal at Sunny Point, North Carolina, the SPOD for equipment from Italy.
839th U.S. Army Transportation Battalion, Livorno, Italy (July 2002)
The staff conducted briefings on port operations and the study team examined standing operating procedures (SOPs) for inspection, loading, and
unloading of material and equipment. The operation appeared to work
effectively and to meet regulatory requirements; however, it was noted
that host nation personnel did not regularly participate in the inspections
that were conducted. The snail problem often presented the operations
personnel with additional requirements or delays. The removal of organisms often delayed loading.
Ramstein Air Base, Germany (July 2004)
This air base was undergoing extensive renovations at the time of the site
visit. EUCOM had returned the capabilities the United States had at Rhein
Main Air Base to the Germans so this meant that the entire flow of equipment through the APOD would occur at Ramstein. Discussions with the
staff at the air base indicated that they previously had invasive species
problems with some of the material being shipped out of CENTCOM but
this had been corrected.
Only a minimal amount of equipment was being stored for transport at the
APOD. An examination of 15 pallets in the storage area (Figure 5) revealed
soil and water on only one pallet. Soil was observed in various compartments of three ammunition loaders at the site (Figure 6).

11
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Figure 5. Pallets in storage area at Ramstein Air Base.

Figure 6. Soil deposits on ammunition loader.

ERDC/EL TR-07-8

Southwest Asia (CENTCOM area)
Initially discussions were held with 3rd Army/Coalition Forces Land Component Command, the Area Support Group, and the units conducting
inspections. The overall operations of the various facilities were discussed
along with problems that had arisen because of the lack of USDA personnel in-country. CENTCOM units, including the 886th and 887th Expeditionary Security Forces Groups, have developed SOPs to lay the foundation
for the cleaning process.
Camp Arifjan, Kuwait (August 2004)
In examination of the washing facilities at Camp Arifjan, the study team
found numerous wash points (Figure 7). Some had concrete ramps that
would allow equipment to be exposed and allow easy cleaning. Because of
the presence of cleaning facilities at this location, all tracked vehicles were
processed through this facility. All locations had lights that allowed for the
continuous washing of equipment (Figure 8). Water was supplied through
a recirculation system that allowed expended water to be captured and
cleaned and reused. Procedures were established after a vehicle was
inspected and approved to move it in a convoy to the sterile lot for storage.
The sterile lot operations were strictly enforced and the movements of only
authorized personnel were allowed inside the secured lot. At the sterile lot
(Figure 9) a total of 183 vehicles were inspected and only 3 (less than
2 percent) had any plant or soil.

13
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Figure 7. Wash points at Camp Arifjan.

Figure 8. Lighted wash points for night operations.
oper
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Figure 9. Sterile lot for equipment at Camp Arifjan.

Camp Doha, Kuwait (August 2004)
At Camp Doha the study team was briefed by the staff and then allowed to
examine the facilities. The team found that there were wash points with
and without concrete ramps (Figure 10). Generally, in the operations of
this facility no tracked vehicles are cleaned. There also was a recirculation
system that processed the expended water. Each wash point is set up with
the same type of equipment as found at Camp Arifjan, but the total size of
the operation was smaller. This facility did clean aircraft being readied for
return (Figure 11). The sterile lots had only a minimal amount of equipment; however, the same level of security that was observed at other locations was also observed here (Figure 12).
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Figure 10. Wash points at Camp Doha.

Figure 11. Aircraft prepared at Camp Doha for shipment through the port.
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Figure 12. Secure sterile lot at Camp Doha.

The team also briefly toured other facilities that were used when the magnitude of equipment needing to be cleaned exceeded the operational capability of the main facilities. One location was the area owned by the Nestle
Company. This site included extensive hardstand areas where temporary
wash points were established. These facilities had no concrete ramps and
were used only for small-wheeled vehicles. Tapping into the existing water
system used by the Nestle Company provided the wash water. In this
situation the water was not recaptured for reuse.
Military Sealift Command, Kuwait (August 2004)
The team visited the military port facilities in Kuwait to examine the final
steps in moving material and equipment out of the country. The operations were quite extensive and well organized. Material and equipment are
conveyed to this location prior to the arrival of ships and placed in storage
yards (Figure 13) after being examined. When the ships arrive the material
and equipment are processed through a final washing facility (Figure 14)
and then moved onto the ship. The team examined storage areas at port
facilities and on a roll-on/roll-off (RO/RO) vessel U.S. Naval Ship Watkins
(Figure 15) that was being loaded. At the storage areas, 40 vehicles were
examined (Figure 16) and no soil clumps or vegetation were found. Some
of the vehicles had a light film of wind-blown soil that could be easily
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removed at the final wash station. The team also inspected 35 vehicles that
were already loaded on the ship (Figure 17) and again the equipment was
found to be clean and free of soil or vegetation.

Figure 13. Storage of equipment at SPOD.

At this facility the team also saw equipment that was arriving in Kuwait.
This equipment was placed in a different storage area to avoid confusion.
A quick examination of this area indicated that the equipment was clean;
however, discussions with personnel indicated that arriving equipment is
never examined for soil or vegetation. There was no Host Nation representative station at the port to examine the incoming material or equipment.
The responsibility of stopping any invasive species from entering the country was assumed to be the U.S. personnel operating the port. However, the
operations staff at the port did not concur that stopping incoming invasive
species was their responsibility.
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Figure 14. Final washing facility prior to loading for transport.

Figure 15. U.S. Naval Ship Watkins (RO/RO ship).
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Figure 16. Inspection of vehicles.

Figure 17. Vehicles loaded on ship for transport.
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Ali al Salem Air Base, Kuwait (August 2004)
This airfield was not fully operational as an APOD. Embarkation and
debarkation of military personnel were still being processed at other locations in Kuwait. This air base had extensive transport operations for
C-130’s. Material and equipment from Afghanistan, Iraq, and throughout
Kuwait passed through this facility. There was no designated area to clean
equipment and if conducted it was on an ad hoc basis. Material and equipment were stored in areas adjacent to the flight line and were not strictly
monitored. Some of the C-130 flights transported equipment and materials directly outside the CENTCOM Area of Operations (AO). The operations personnel seemed unaware of the requirements to prevent the movement of soil or plant material.

Analysis of cleaning times and cost
The area of the world with the largest volume for movement of military
personnel, equipment, and materials is the CENTCOM AO, where Operation Iraqi Freedom has generated mobilization and deployment of a significant part of the U.S. Force. Table 3 illustrates the level of personnel
and equipment shipped out of Kuwait over a 9-month period.
Table 3. Shipments from Kuwait, Nov 2003--Jul 2004.
Personnel

228,393

Vehicles

65,541

Conexes

7,385

Containers

9,857

Packages

275,915

The number of vehicles processed for shipment peaked at 24,516 in March
2004 as shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Vehicles processed in Kuwait for movement by month.

The cleaning and inspection process in Kuwait continues 24 hr per day,
7 days per week, when needed, in this wartime environment. The 886th
Expeditionary Security Forces Squadron (ESFS) and the 887th ESFS, who
were the current Air Force groups conducting customs clearance operations in Kuwait at the time of the team’s visit, appeared to be well
informed and were meeting the requirement in an outstanding fashion.
Their mission with respect to customs operations was to pre-clear personnel and equipment returning to the United States from Kuwait and Iraq.
An excerpt from the 886th’s SOP is included with this report as
Appendix B. Their tasks include:
•
•

•

Pre-clearing redeploying, recreation and relaxation (R&R), and emergency leave personnel (PAX operations)
Cleaning and pre-clearing vehicles, equipment, and conexes (wash rack
and redeployment assembly area (RAA) operations)
o Vehicle owners are responsible for cleaning their own vehicles.
o All wash rack leaders are briefed on wash rack use and customs
inspections
o Pre-designated liaisons are established and coordinate with Customs Border Clearance Agents (CBCAs) for inspections
o All vehicles are thoroughly washed
o A thorough inspection looking for agriculture, contraband, and prohibited items is conducted of the interior and exterior of the vehicle
o When inspections are complete, DD Forms 2855 are affixed to the
vehicles, and the vehicles are convoyed by CBCA to the sterile lot
Maintaining sterility/entry control to the sterile yards
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•

o Sterile lot entry is controlled by a CBCA
o 100 percent of personnel entering the sterile lot are screened for
contraband
o Customs personnel stage vehicles while waiting for the call to move
forward to the port of debarkation
o Sterile lot CBCAs coordinate with movement control for convoy
actions
Escorting passengers and equipment to APOD or SPOD. Vehicle
escorts are conducted by certified CBCAs for move to port of debarkation to maintain sterility

The cleaning time for different items varies depending on the size, use,
and configuration of the vehicle. Figure 19 illustrates the range of cleaning
times for common pieces of Army equipment. The 886th and 887th ESFS
estimate a minimum of 4 hr and a maximum of 24 hr per vehicle. With the
volume of vehicles and the labor involved for each, the DoD spends significant resources to guard against the transport of invasive species and other
nuisance materials from one country to another. To illustrate this significance, the data shown in Figure 18 were combined with the cleaning times
shown in Figure 19, and the assumptions described in Table 3 were used to
roughly estimate the time invested in cleaning vehicles in Kuwait over the
9-month period (Table 4 and Figure 20).

Figure 19. Cleaning times for representative vehicles (data from 886th and 887th ESFS) .
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Table 4. Assumptions on numbers of vehicles cleaned by type.
One third of the total vehicles are larger (tanks) and require a minimum of 14 hr each on
station to clean
Two thirds of total vehicles are smaller high mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicles
(HMMWVs) and require a minimum of 4 hr each on station to clean
No. Vehicles/Month × Cleaning Time Each = Total Cleaning Time/Month

Table 5. Estimated cleaning time for vehicles moving from Kuwait.

Total
Vehicles
(All
Sizes)

Month

Smaller
Vehicle
Clean
Time @
4 hr Each,
hr

Larger
Vehicle
Clean Time No. Smaller
Vehicles
@ 14 hr
Each, hr
(2/3 × Total)

No. Larger
Vehicles
(1/3 × Total)

Total
Vehicle
Cleaning
Time, hr

Nov

1,953

651

9,114

1,302

5,208

14,322

Dec

1,427

476

6,659

951

3,805

10,465

Jan

6,842

2,281

31,929

4,561

18,245

50,175

Feb

11,523

3,841

53,774

7,682

30,728

84,502

Mar

24,516

8,172

114,408

16,344

65,376

179,784

Apr

9,531

3,177

44,478

6,354

25,416

69,894

May

2,334

778

10,892

1,556

6,224

17,116

Jun

1,000

333

4,667

667

2,667

7,333

Jul

6,415

2,138

29,937

4,277

17,107

47,043

65,541

21,847

305,858

43,694

174,776

480,634

Total
(9 Months)
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Figure 20. Cleaning hours by month compared to available cleaning capacity at Kuwait.
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The available capacity at the Kuwait facility is 165,600 hr if all 230 available cleaning stations are operated 24 hr per day. Figure 20 shows that the
facility was operating at near capacity in March 2004 based on the data
and assumptions used in this report.
To illustrate the financial impact of these operations, labor costs alone are
estimated in Table 6, which shows that for the 9-month period the vehicle
cleaning process costs on the order of $5-10 million. Added to this is the
cost for the inspection force, conservatively estimated at about $6 million.
Table 6. Estimated cost for vehicle cleaning in Kuwait.
(Assume labor cost of $5-10/hr and 2 persons per vehicle)
Month

Total Vehicle Cleaning
Time, hr

Labor Cost, 2 Pers @
$5/hr

Labor Cost, 2 Pers @
$10/hr

Nov

14,322

$143,220

$286,440

Dec

10,465

$104,650

$209,300

Jan

50,175

$501,750

$1,003,500

Feb

84,502

$845,020

$1,690,040

Mar

179,784

$1,797,840

$3,595,680

Apr

69,894

$698,940

$1,397,880

May

17,116

$171,160

$342,320

Jun

7,333

$73,330

$146,660

Jul

47,043

$470,430

$940,860

480,634

$4,806,340

$9,612,680

Total (9 months)
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Discussion

Europe (EUCOM area)
EUCOM has well-developed protocols for dealing with invasive species.
Operations at a moderate activity level related to invasive species are conducted at 88 locations. The cleaning programs in EUCOM focus on the key
problems from the particular region where cleaning is being conducted.
For example, nematodes are problematic in the United Kingdom, France,
and The Netherlands, while snails are a major problem in Italy, Spain, and
Turkey. Inspectors key into these problems when conducting inspections
but are also aware of other potential invasive species. EUCOM’s program
has benefited from the permanent presence of USDA personnel to assist
with various issues and from its own annual training program for personnel involved in the program.
In Europe the storage areas for equipment were well maintained; however,
the equipment remained in these areas for extended periods of time, often
years. This makes the equipment more susceptible to reinfestations of
invasive species. In Italy, for example, even though equipment was cleaned
prior to being placed in the storage area, snails reinfested the equipment
in a relatively short period of time. Even when housed in protective cases,
there was a high probability that snails would become attached to the
equipment. When dealing with organisms such as snails, if equipment is
not loaded on transports rapidly, the likelihood of reinfestation becomes
almost a certainty. This means that every piece of equipment will have to
be cleaned and reexamined to ensure removal of organisms.
Inspections of the storage areas in Italy were conducted in 2002 prior to
the increase in operations tempo. Livorno site personnel indicated that
dirty equipment received at this depot from the first Gulf War was cleaned
locally. During inspections conducted in Germany during 2004, Air Force
personnel discussed the problem of washing equipment that arrives via
aircraft that is dirty and is being transferred to other aircraft. Previously,
personnel would clean the dirty equipment; however, the German Government has protested because the air base had no way to contain either the
material removed or the water that was used for washing. The current procedure would be to send it to the unit in-country or to pass it through to its
next destination. Nations in the EUCOM area are developing more rigid
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policies in dealing with U.S. military equipment potentially contaminated
with invasive species.
Invasive species are changing or modifying the movement operations of
the military in EUCOM. In a recent briefing on the invasive species issue,
the Navy Region Europe (2006) raised a concern about their wash down
facilities in Rota, Spain, where Marine Expeditionary Force equipment is
cleaned after operations in Southwest Asia and Africa. Without adequate
facilities to contain or decontaminate vehicle wash water, there is a potential for release of invasive species or contaminants onto land or into waters
of Spain. Anyone causing actual damage to the biological balance in Spain
through the release of invasive species may be in violation of Spanish law.
Executive Order 13112 (The White House 1999) may also apply if there is
or likely to be harm due to invasive species in the United States or
elsewhere.
The identification of North American snails (Figure C8) on material being
shipped back from Europe also raises other questions. How careful are we
when we deploy from CONUS to ensure that we are not moving native
North American species or known invasive species to other regions of the
world? This pathway is one that has received little attention even though
the U.S. Transportation Command (TRANSCOM) regulation (DoD 2006)
does make a reference to this situation. Early messages from CENTCOM in
2004 (Figures C21 and C22) indicated that they thought they did not have
to clean equipment that was returning to EUCOM—just equipment going
to the United States. The responsibility of not moving contaminated
equipment or personnel belongs to the unit commander; however, the
commander does not have trained personnel such as the USDA inspectors
to support and ensure his equipment is free from invasive species.

Southwest Asia (CENTCOM area)
The CENTCOM AO with the greatest throughput did not have a USDA representative overseeing operations onsite at the time of the onsite review.
In addition, in September 2004 the 430 Air Force personnel conducting
these operations were scheduled to be replaced by a new group of Air
Force inspectors who had not received any training from USDA personnel.
Every 6 months thereafter personnel were scheduled to rotate with the
Navy and/or Air Force providing the replacements. CENTCOM’s plan
called for on-the-job training of the replacement personnel by the outgoing force.
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The Air Force group conducting inspections in August 2004 appeared to
be well informed and was meeting the requirement in an outstanding fashion. The responsibility to pass on USDA requirements should be shared by
the USDA, as well as the onsite inspectors. In addition, the USDA stated
that the equipment currently being transported (August 2004) did not
have a pre-cleared status since there was no USDA individual in-country
to oversee the operations. In Kuwait the team found that equipment being
prepared for shipment out of country via the SPOD was cleaned and stored
according to USDA guidelines. Once equipment was cleaned and placed
into a secure holding area it remained relatively free of invasive species.
The major concern noted was that sand or wind-blown dust would cover
the equipment when left in the holding for long durations. This material is
generally easy to remove during the final rinse prior to loading the equipment onto the cargo ship.
The cleaning and storage of equipment for transport through the APOD
was not as regulated. It appears that the APODs have only minimal cleaning protocols or capability. If equipment arrives dirty, it may not be
cleaned to meet USDA standards. This often presents a problem. The
material being transported via aircraft is high priority equipment that
needs to be moved to another location quickly. Often the crew will allow
dirty equipment onto the aircraft so the mission can be completed.
Reduced available ground time may also be caused by weather conditions.
During the hot months in CENTCOM, aircraft such as the C-17 will land
and not turn off its engines to avoid restarting problems in the heat. While
this aircraft is on the ground, running decisions have to be made on
whether to take critical cargo or not. This increased tempo often causes
personnel to overlook problems with equipment. Once the equipment is in
transit, it then becomes the problem of the port of debarkation on what to
do with dirty equipment. As indicated previously, this situation has
occurred with CENTCOM shipments that have arrived in Germany.
It should also be noted that equipment arriving into Kuwait is not
inspected. In discussions with personnel at the SPOD and the APOD, no
one realized that they should be examining incoming equipment. The
TRANSCOM regulation (DoD 2006) states “It is DoD policy that equal
vigilance will be exercised in preventing the export of agricultural pests
to our foreign host nations.” The regulation does not give inspection protocols or procedures and the movement of material and equipment
between foreign countries is not under the purview of the USDA so it is
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solely the responsibility of the military and the host nation personnel to
prevent introductions.

General discussion
Invasive species have gained attention because of the problems they cause,
including habitat disruption, impacts on biological diversity, damage to
agriculture, and health issues. The question is then raised, how can
research prevent these species from causing problems? The best approach
is to eliminate the pathway or conduit that allows the invasive species to
move freely. Any organism moved from its native range to a new location
can become an invasive species, so every organism is a potential invasive
species.
Ports of embarkation and debarkation act as conduits for the movement of
invasive species. They can also act as choke points to restrict the movement of invasive species. By controlling these conduits/pathways, personnel can regulate the movement of invasive species. It has become quite
clear that the rule should be that nothing should be shipped when it is
dirty. Inspections conducted during this project revealed that, in most
situations at SPODs, cargo being loaded onto ships was clean and did not
contain invasive species. The main area of concern in this pathway is
cleaning equipment and cargo prior to entering into the staging area or
sterile lot. Care must be taken to prevent the reinfestation of the material
in these areas. This may be a more significant problem depending on the
region of the world where the material is being stored.
Cargo being loaded onto aircraft presents a different problem. Because of
the limited carrying capacity of the aircraft and the reduced storage area,
many personnel feel it is easy to preclude the movement of invasive species. In many situations this is correct; the crew chief can easily prevent
dirty or contaminated equipment from entering the transport. However,
during times of high tempo operations, scrutiny of cargo being loaded is
often reduced.
Each theater appears to operate independently when dealing with USDA
inspectors. Some have a regulated approach like EUCOM. Others like
CENTCOM are still developing their procedures. A more regimented policy that is uniform across theaters should be established.
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One major aspect that was not anticipated was the extensive amount of
time and funds being devoted to the process of stopping the movement of
invasive species. Significant resources need to be allocated to the cleaning
and inspection process. In theaters where the operations tempo is high,
this could amount to significant portions of a unit’s resources. The lack of
general awareness of the magnitude of these efforts and expenses is a significant problem. Unit commanders often do not allocate adequate
resources for these missions, which causes extensive delays and may alter
redeployment operations. In depot operations in EUCOM, no special funding was available to reclean equipment that had been stored. Funds to
address these requirements were taken out of the operational budget of
the depot. If these requests are minimal then they can be absorbed; however, when a large amount of equipment is needed or the infestation of
invasive species is extensive, significant problems arise in being able to
meet the requests. Also, the team only calculated the time and cost associated with the cleaning of vehicles, and did not examine the time and cost
of cleaning containers, aircraft, and personal equipment. If these other
aspects are considered, the cost would more than double.

DoD roles and responsibilities
TRANSCOM is DoD’s executive agent in handling the movement of all
military personnel and equipment and should be the focal point of the
DoD response to mitigate the movement of invasive species and contaminants. TRANSCOM’s role should be to facilitate coordination with other
federal agencies that have regulatory requirements that need to be met
prior to the introduction of personnel and equipment into the United
States, including the USDA, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(USDHS), and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. These considerations
may have different impacts in the various theaters where DoD operates.
Having TRANSCOM initiate the coordination process between the agencies and the theater will promote a better understanding of the implications that the agency requirements will have on the movement of personnel and materials out of the theater.
In exercising this responsibility TRANSCOM should provide the framework and structure to have the USDA and USDHS coordinate with the
respective theater staffs. This coordinating process will allow the various
organizations to understand the requirements for retrograde operations.
After these foundational steps occur, operational personnel from the
organizations can begin to formulate a process for retrograde operations.
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One key aspect that should be identified early is that military inspectors
need to be trained by USDA and USDHS personnel on the agencies’ standards for the introduction of personnel and equipment entering the
United States. Theater commanders and unit commanders may expand on
these requirement levels but they cannot reduce the levels since these are
federal requirements mandated by the agencies.
The TRANSCOM regulation (DoD 2006) requires that units meet the standards of the country they are entering. The information is often very limited or non-existent. Meeting standards becomes a unit commander’s
responsibility. Movement of equipment between theaters is not covered
under the USDA standards, although commanders are advised to use these
standards.
The DoD Military Customs and Border (Pre-Departure) Clearance/
Inspection Program uses guidance and instructions provided by the USDA
to ensure that its cleaning operations will meet the standards for introducing personnel and equipment into the United States. The pre-clearance
program allows better utilization of resources because cleaning is conducted OCONUS where organisms are native and would not be a pollutant.
If the pre-clearance programs were not in place, dirty equipment would be
identified at the U.S. port of debarkation and would have to be cleaned.
Organisms that were removed would have to be destroyed. The cleaning
water would have to be processed to ensure that no contamination
occurred in the United States.
The Armed Forces Pest Management Board Technical Guide No. 31 Retrograde Washdowns: Cleaning and Inspection Procedures (Armed Forces
Pest Management Board 2004) is the primary published reference available to the U.S. military to guide clearance procedures. A copy of this guide
is viewable on the Internet at http://www.afpmb.org/pubs/tims/
tg31/tg31.pdf. DoD Directive 4500.9-R, Defense Transportation Regulation, Part V, outlines DoD’s Military Customs Border and
Clearance/Inspection Program authority with USDA’s regulations (DoD
2006) (http://www.transcom.mil/j5/pt/dtr.cfm).
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4

Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Invasive species can be controlled by management of the transportation pathway.
DoD expends significant resources in preventing the movement of
invasive species.
Generally the military has an excellent program for cleaning and
inspecting equipment returning to CONUS.
Some military equipment is not adequately clean when it is
transported.
Unit commanders are responsible for the movement of their personnel
and equipment and the prevention of invasive species movement.
SPODs and APODs act as a pathway for the transport of invasive
species.
Cleaning of military equipment moving through airports becomes more
problematic than movement through seaports. These problems are due
to the shorter time frame for air transport, the unavailability of
cleaning equipment and water in remote airports of embarkation, and
limited area available for operations.
Operational considerations do not always allow for cleaning time, particularly where aircraft are landing in a hostile or climate-restricted
zone.
The USDA has a designated staff position for an inspector in EUCOM.
Locating this representative with the EUCOM staff has proven its value
both to USDA and EUCOM.
The USDA does not have a designated staff position in CENTCOM.
DoD needs to ensure that U.S. deployments from CONUS locations to
other nations or territories are not a conduit for the global spread of
invasive species.
As the invasive species problem escalates, DoD will be faced with additional responsibilities. DoD will need to ensure that the shipment of
personnel and equipment between theaters is not contaminated with
invasive species.
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Recommendations
The following recommendations are made:
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Develop a standardized procedure at the TRANSCOM level to coordinate USDA involvement within all theaters.
Have TRANSCOM develop standards and policies that address, in
detail, the cleaning and inspection requirements for the movement of
personnel and equipment between theaters and deploying from
CONUS. These standards and policies must receive adequate staffing,
funding, training, and enforcement to minimize transport of invasive
species.
Conduct annual reviews of procedures.
Identify a military organization, such as the Armed Forces Pest
Management Board, that can assist in ensuring the inspection process
is followed and that can provide oversight and technical support for the
DoD.
Direct an outside review of existing and new procedures from academia
and key host nations.
Understand that islands and other isolated geographical locations may
require special evaluations when moving equipment and personnel
into and out of these areas.
Ensure that ports of debarkation have the capability to neutralize invasive species and meet the in-country laws and regulations.
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Appendix A: Laws, Rules, and Regulations
Governing the Department of Defense in
Control of Invasive Species
Federal Laws
The National Invasive Species Council (2001) identified and briefly
described as follows statutes that in some way address the invasive species
issue and that are relevant to the Department of Defense (DoD).
Plant Protection Act
•
•
•

7 U.S.C. 7701 et seq.
Consolidated the authorities of the Plant Quarantine Act, Federal Plant
Pest Act, Federal Noxious Weed Act, and other plant-related statutes.
Authorizes U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to prohibit or
restrict the importation or interstate movement of any plant, plant
product, biological control organism, noxious weed, article or means of
conveyance if necessary to prevent the introduction into the United
States, or the dissemination within the United States of a plant pest or
noxious weed.

Federal Seed Act
•
•

•

7 U.S.C. 1581 et seq.
Requires accurate labeling and purity standards for seeds in commerce,
and prohibits the importation and movement of adulterated or misbranded seeds.
Authorizes the USDA to regulate the importation and movement of
field crop, pasture and forage, or vegetable seed that may contain
noxious weed seeds.

Animal Quarantine Laws
•
•

21 U.S. 101—135b and 19 U.S.C. 1306
Authorizes USDA to promulgate regulations and take measures to prevent the introduction and dissemination of communicable diseases and
pests of livestock and poultry.
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•

Authorizes USDA to seize, quarantine, and dispose of animals, animal
products, or other material that can harbor disease or pests of livestock
or poultry that are moved in interstate or foreign commerce.

Virus-Serum-Toxin Act
•
•

21 U.S.C. 151 et seq.
Authorizes USDA to regulated veterinary biological products that are
intended for use in the treatment of diseases of animals.

Animal Damage Control Act of 1931 as amended in the Agricultural
Appropriations Act of 2001
•

•

Provides USDA the general authority under which the Animal Plant
Health Inspection Service (APHIS) Wildlife Services program
functions.
Primary program for research and control on the brown tree snake that
has devastated bird populations on Guam.

Organic Administration Act
•
•

16 U.S. 551
Protects National Forests from destruction by fire and depredations.

Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act of 1960
•
•

16 U.S.C. 528-531
Provides that the National Forests are established and shall be administered for outdoor recreation, range, timber, watershed, and wildlife
and fish purposes.

Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974, as
amended by National Forest Management Act
•
•

16 U.S.C. 1604
Provides that forest plans establish forest-wide and area-specific management direction and may include management direction relating to
the control of invasive species.

Federal Noxious Weed Act of 1974
•

7 U.S.C. 2814
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•

Requires federal land management agencies to develop and establish a
management program for control of undesirable plants that are classified under state or federal law as undesirable, noxious, harmful, injurious, or poisonous on federal lands under the agency’s jurisdiction.

Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act
•
•

16 U.S.C. 4701-4741
Seeks to prevent and control infestations of the coastal inland waters of
the United States by zebra mussel and other nonindigenous aquatic
nuisance species.

National Invasive Species Act of 1996 (Public Law 104—332)
•
•

16 U.S.C. 4701 et seq.
“An Act to provide for ballast water management to prevent the introduction and spread of nonindigenous species into the waters of the
United States and for other purposes.”

The Lacey Act
•
•
•

18 U.S.C. 42
Administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Prohibits importation into the United States certain categories of animal species determined to be injurious to human beings; to the interests of agriculture, horticulture, or forestry; or to wildlife or the wildlife
resources of the United States.

Endangered Species Act
•
•

16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.
Relates effect of invasive species on listed endangered species.

National Environmental Policy Act
•

Federal agencies must address impact of invasive species on their
actions.
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Executive Order 13112 of February 3, 1999, Invasive Species
Purpose
•

To prevent the introduction of invasive species and provide for their
control and to minimize the economic, ecological, and human health
impacts that invasive species cause.

Federal agency duties
•

Each federal agency whose actions may affect the status of invasive
species shall, to the extent practicable and permitted by law, identify
such actions subject to the availability of appropriations, and within
Administration budgetary limits, use relevant programs and authorities to:
(1)

prevent the introduction of invasive species;

(2)

detect and respond rapidly to and control populations of such
species in a cost-effective and environmentally sound manner;

(3)

monitor invasive species populations accurately and reliably;

(4)

provide for restoration of native species and habitat conditions in
ecosystems that have been invaded;

(5)

conduct research on invasive species and develop technologies to
prevent introduction and provide for environmentally sound
control of invasive species; and

(6)

promote public education on invasive species and the means to
address them; and not authorize, fund, or carry out actions that it
believes are likely to cause or promote the introduction or spread
of invasive species in the United States or elsewhere unless, pursuant to guidelines that it has prescribed, the agency has determined and made public its determination that the benefits of such
actions clearly outweigh the potential harm caused by invasive
species; and that all feasible and prudent measures to minimize
risk of harm will be taken in conjunction with the actions.

DoD Regulation
Compliance with federal statutes by the DoD is covered primarily in DoD
Regulation 4500.9-R, Defense Transportation Regulation (DTR), Part V,
Department of Defense Customs and Border Clearance Policies and
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Procedures. http://www.transcom.mil/j5/pt/dtr.cfm. Highlights of the
requirements of the DTR are as follows:
Policy
•

•

“It is the policy of the DoD that all organizations and personnel
involved in the movement of DoD-sponsored cargo, personal property,
and accompanied baggage will take those steps necessary to prevent
the spread of agricultural pests from one location to another. This
includes movement not only across national borders, but any movement that has the potential to introduce invasive species to a new area.
It includes shipments from DoD installations and vendor locations by
both military and commercial carriers” (DoD 4500.9-R, DTR Part V,
Chapter 505).
It is DoD policy that equal vigilance will be exercised in preventing the
export of agricultural pests to foreign host nations. Generally, the same
responsibilities of DoD activities for the prevention of agricultural pest
movements apply to export shipments from the United States to foreign countries as well as on imports to the United States (clean, free of
soil and pest infestations). Specific country requirements are listed
under the applicable country.

Roles and Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

DoD 4500.9-R, DTR, Part III, Mobility, references Part 5 and requires
compliance, requires washdown.
DoD 4500.9-R, DTR, Part V, Section B Chapter 505, addresses prevention of introduction of pests into/out of United States.
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Environment and Safety) develops
technical guidance and recommendations.
USDA APHIS trains personnel for inspection and has final authority on
pest risk status of material.
Unit commanders ensure DTR requirements are met and procedures
are followed to prevent agricultural pests from entering the United
States.
Port and transportation commanders will not allow movement of cargo
from facilities unless apparently free of soil, pest infestation, and prohibited agricultural items.
Armed Forces Pest Management Board recommends policy, provides
guidance, and coordinates information exchange.
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•

DoD 4500.9-R, DTR, Part V, Section B, Chapters 510-514, provide
country-specific requirements for customs/agricultural pre-clearance.
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Appendix B: 886 Expeditionary Security
Forces Group (ESFG) Standard Operating
Procedures
The purpose of this SOP is to provide command policy, procedures, references to authorities, and standardize customs pre-clearance inspections of
vehicles, containers, aircraft, and equipment.
Contents
Chapter 1—General Information
1.1. References
1.2. Responsibilities
1.3. Purpose
1.4. Policy
Chapter 2—CBCA Duty Description
2.1. Duty Description
2.2. Authority
2.3. No Authority
Chapter 3—PAX Pre-Clearing Procedures
3.1. Overview
3.2. Requirements
3.3. Physical Requirements for Terminal Operations
3.4. Requirements for Customs Brief
3.5. Examination
3.6. Places of Concealment
3.7. Enforcement Actions
3.8. Personnel Searches
3.9. Sterile Area
3.10. Baggage Detail
3.11. Escort to Aircraft
3.12. Aircrew
Chapter 4—Container Pre-Clearance Procedures
4.1. Overview
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4.2. Clearing Unit’s Requirements
4.3. CBCA Requirements for Pre-Clearance
4.4. Examination
4.5. Enforcement Action
Chapter 5—Vehicle Pre-Clearance Procedures
5.1. Overview
5.2. Clearing Unit’s Requirements
5.3. CBCA Requirements for Pre-Clearance
5.4. Requirements for Secondary Cargo
5.5. Requirements for Customs Brief
5.6. Enforcement Action
Chapter 6—Aviation Procedures
6.1. Overview
6.2. Clearing Unit’s Requirements
6.3. CBCA Requirements for Pre-Clearance
6.4. Requirements for Customs Brief
6.5. Enforcement Actions
Chapter 7— Pallet Pre-Clearance Procedures
7.1. Overview
7.2. Clearing Unit Requirements
7.3. CBCA Requirements for Pre-Clearance
7.4. Examination
7.5. Enforcement Actions
Chapter 8--- Sterile Lot Procedures
8.1. Procedures for Accepting Vehicles into Sterile Lot
8.2. Procedures for Releasing Vehicles from Sterile Lot
8.3. Reporting Instructions
8.4. Procedures for Persons Entering the Sterile Lot
Attachment 1—Glossary of Terms (Omitted from this copy)
Attachment 2—Prohibited and Restricted Items (Omitted from this
copy)
Attachment 3—CBCA Field Guide (Omitted from this copy)
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Attachment 4—UXO Procedures (Omitted from this copy)
Attachment 5—Areas to Check on Vehicles (Included in this copy)
Attachment 6—Inspectable Areas on Aircraft (Included in this
copy)
Attachment 7—Handling and Storage of Seized Contraband
(Omitted from this copy)
Attachment 8—Sample Customs Brief (Omitted from this copy)
Attachment 9—Red Lining Procedures (Omitted from this copy)
Attachment 10—Blank & Sample Forms (Omitted from this copy)
Attachment 11---Custom Stamp Control (Omitted from this copy)
Attachment 12---Custom Pre-Clearance Scheduling Procedures
(Omitted from this copy)
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Chapter 1
GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1. REFERENCES: The following references direct policy and procedures that govern the establishment of Military Customs Inspection Programs (MCIP) for all DoD personnel and cargo being returned to CONUS
from locations outside the Customs territory of the United States (CTUS).
1.1.1. DoD Reg. 4500.9-R, Mar. 03, Defense Transportation Regulation
Part V.
1.1.2. AR190-41, Mar 94, Customs Law Enforcement.
1.1.3. AR 700-93, May 80, Processing and shipping DoD sponsored retrograde material destined for shipment to the United States, its territories,
trusts, and possessions.
1.1.4. Joint Memorandum between DoD, US Customs Service, and the US
Department of Agriculture.
1.1.5. CENTCOM Reg. 600-10, Military Customs Inspection Program.
(Currently under revision…revision draft is dtd 14 Mar 2004). Un-revised
version dtd 5 May 89.
1.1.6. Armed Forces Pest Management Board Technical Information
Memorandum (TIM) No. 31 (Contingency Retrograde Washdowns –
Cleaning & Inspection Procedures)
1.1.7. General Order Number 1A
1.1.8. CENTCOM FRAGO 09-528 (War Souvenirs)
1.1.9. COMCFLCC FRAGO 98 to COMCFLCC OPORD 03-036 (War
Souvenirs)
1.2. RESPONSIBILITIES:
1.2.1. 886 ESFG/S-3 (Operations) Responsibilities:
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1.2.1.1. Develop policy and procedures for customs pre-clearance inspections of personnel, vehicles, containers, aircraft, and equipment.
1.2.1.2. Research references and interface with personnel from the 377
PMO, CFLCC PMO, US Customs, and USDA in order to provide guidance
for customs pre-clearance operations.
1.2.1.3. Oversee and standardize the customs pre-clearance process.
1.2.1.3.1. Approve sites selected by subordinate units for pre-clearance
operations and ensure it meets the standards as outlined in the various
customs regulations, policy letters, and Standard Operating Procedures
(SOP).
1.2.1.3.2. Conduct quality control visits to ensure military Customs/Border
Clearance Agents (CBCA) are performing their duties as outlined in customs regulations, policy letters, and SOPs.
1.2.1.4. Act as the central point of contact for customs pre-clearance
operations.
1.2.1.5. Task subordinate units to effectively accomplish customs preclearance missions.
1.2.1.6. Coordinate with the 377 and CFLCC PMO to effect policy and/or
procedural changes.
1.2.1.7. Develop procedures to ensure custom stamp control. (See Atch
#11)
1.2.1.8. Determine training requirements and downward direct to ensure
consistency.
1.2.2. Unit Commander Responsibilities:
1.2.2.1. Ensure compliance with this SOP, customs related FRAGOs, and
the referenced regulations and directives.
1.2.2.2. Develop site/mission specific SOPs using Group policies and
procedures.
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1.2.2.3. Develop work/rest schedules to ensure CBCAs are effectively utilized to meet mission requirements.
1.2.2.3.1. During the winter months, 1 Oct – 30 Apr, the standard work
cycle is a 6&1 12-hour workweek.
1.2.2.3.2. During the summer months, 1 May - 30 Sep, the standard work
cycle is a 6&1 8-hour workweek (for outdoor posts). Due to increased
operations tempo, units may have to continue in 12-hour shifts. Commanders should ensure adequate work/rest schedule, regardless.
1.2.2.3.3. Unit commanders may reduce the work-to-rest ratio, if mission
taskings permit; however, unit commanders must ensure all personnel
have at least one day off per 7-day cycle.
1.2.2.4. Ensure a minimum of one CBCA is posted for every ten occupied
wash points.
1.2.2.5. Conduct site visits to ensure each customs pre-clearance
site/location meets the standards as outlined in the various customs regulations, policy letters, and SOPs.
1.2.2.6. Conduct quality control visits to ensure the CBCAs are performing
their duties as outlined in customs regulations, policy letters, and SOPs.
1.2.2.7. Determine logistical requirements based on mission taskings and
submit requirements through the 886 ESFG/S-4.
1.2.2.8. Coordinate any customs pre-clearance policy and/or procedural
changes through the 886 ESFG/S-3.
1.2.2.9. Control and safeguard custom stamps. (See Atch 11)
1.3. PURPOSE: The purpose of the Customs /Border Clearance Agent
program is to:
1.3.1. Eliminate the flow of Restricted/Prohibited Articles (agricultural pests, environmental hazards, controlled substances, and contraband) into the Customs Territory of the United States (CTUS) through
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DoD channels by conducting inspections and/or examinations of all DoD
cargo, equipment, aircraft, vehicles, and personnel.
1.3.2. Minimize inconvenience to DoD personnel and delays in movement
of DoD cargo and aircraft/ships caused by the enforcement of US border
clearance regulations at ports of entry.
1.3.3. Provide full cooperation and assistance to the US Customs Service
(USCS), US Department of Agriculture (USDA), and other government
agencies in enforcing US border clearance regulations at port of entry.
1.4. POLICY:
1.4.1. The goal of this document is to outline the procedures for
Customs/Border Clearance Agents (CBCA) to follow when
inspecting/examining cargo and personnel prior to returning to the CTUS.
Adherence to these procedures will ensure that no restricted or prohibited
articles will enter the CTUS.
1.4.2. The Department of Defense requires all DoD sponsored cargo will
be examined within the overseas area at the point of origin, prior to shipment of cargo to the CTUS. A request for waiver must be submitted in
writing IAW procedures outlined in DoD reg. 4500.9-R, Mar. 03. Deviations from established standards will not be authorized without the
approved waiver.
1.4.4. The Federal Government, through the Plant Pest Act (Public Law 8536) prohibits the introduction of any animal, plant, or material (e.g., soil),
considered harmful to US agriculture. Accordingly, DoD cargo returning to
CONUS is subject to wash down operations or other cleaning as necessary
to ensure proper cleanliness prior to entry into the CTUS. Soil (which can
harbor fungi, bacteria, viruses, insects, snails, weeds, etc.) is the number
one high-risk substance of concern to USDA and must be removed.
1.4.5. All DoD cargo returning to CONUS must be thoroughly examined by
a CBCA to ensure USDA/USCS standards are met. Once standards are
obtained, a DD form 2855 (Military Customs Inspection Label) will be
affixed to each piece of equipment, pallet, or container and stamped validating Customs pre-clearance. Cargo entering the CTUS without a
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validated DD Form 2855 will be impounded or turned away at the
APOD/SPOD by USDA/USCS officials.
1.4.6. Each site has unique challenges to ensure proper
inspections/examinations. Therefore, commanders of Customs inspection
site or task force should use this SOP as a guide for developing their own
local SOP.
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Chapter 2
DUTY DESCRIPTIONS
2.1 CBCA: By agreement with appropriate military commands, the US
Customs Service will designate specifically assigned military personnel to
act as Customs Inspectors at certain military installations. These personnel will be assigned on orders designating them as Customs/Border Clearance Agents (CBCAs). These orders authorize the individual to perform the
duties of a Customs Officer; the scope of these duties will be provided on
the form and may vary from facility to facility. Those persons so designated will be responsible for the enforcement of the regulations of the US
Customs Services and other related Government Agencies. This may
require the inspection of military aircraft, baggage (accompanied and
unaccompanied), personnel, and cargo.
2.2. CBCAs have the authority to inspect:
2.2.1. US military and civilian aircraft and ships
2.2.2. US military and civilian crew
2.2.3. All US military personnel (Reserve, National Guard, and Active
Duty) and DoD-sponsored personnel (includes US retired, dependents,
DoD civilians, etc.)
2.2.4. DoD cargo and vehicles
2.3. In order to perform these duties, the CBCA has the full range of Customs Authority EXCEPT, under CUSTOMS AUTHORITY, the CBCA
MAY NOT:
2.3.1. Assess or collect duties, taxes, or fees.
2.3.2. Search persons
2.3.3. Use detector dogs on persons
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Chapter 3
PASSENGER PROCEDURES
3.1. Overview: Passengers (PAX) utilizing DoD owned or controlled air
transportation to enter the CTUS will be inspected/examined as appropriate prior to entering the aircraft. In Kuwait, 100 percent of all items will be
examined—IAW TAB B to Appendix 3 of the CFLCC Operations
SOP. The actual physical setup will vary from site to site, but several basic
requirements must be met.
3.2. Requirements:
3.2.1. Passengers should arrive 8 hours prior to departure.
3.2.2. Every passenger should receive a Customs Brief, to include an
Amnesty Brief.
3.2.3. Every passenger must complete the Individual Declaration Form, CF
6059B.
3.2.4. Baggage is checked by Military Working Dog Teams for explosives
and narcotics. (When available).
3.2.5. Passengers must individually go through an Amnesty Box area.
3.2.6. Passengers enter the examination area and turn in their CF 6059B.
The CBCA will then examine/inspect the passenger’s bags.
3.2.7. The passengers are then directed to a repacking area.
3.2.8. Passengers then proceed to a sterile area where they will remain
until called to their flight. If any passenger leaves the sterile area without
authorization, they will be re-examined.
3.2.9. Passengers will be escorted to their flight by a certified CBCA.
3.3. Physical Requirements for Terminal Operations:
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3.3.1. Briefing area with Restricted/Prohibited Articles signs clearly
posted.
3.3.2. Amnesty boxes located so that disposal is in a discreet manner.
3.3.3. Inspection/examination and repacking area.
3.3.4. Sterile area with latrines and water points.
3.3.5. Designated smoking area within sterile area if possible.
3.4. Requirements for Customs Brief: Prior to any actions by the
CBCAs, all passengers will receive a Customs Brief explaining
prohibited/restricted items and the pre-clearance process that is about to
occur.
3.4.1. Prior to the briefing, have the Troop or Chalk Commander call roll
from the flight manifest to ensure everyone is present. If the group is too
large for the briefing area, brief them in smaller groups.
3.4.2. Ensure all passengers receive a blank CF 6059B.
3.4.3. Explain how to complete the CF 6059B.
3.4.4. Explain the examination process to include: Amnesty, examination
and sterile areas.
3.4.5. Explain prohibited/restricted articles, and potential consequences of
being caught with contraband.
3.4.6. Tell them that if anyone has explosive devices, UXOs, or ammunition to place it next to the Amnesty Box and tell someone it’s there. They
will still have amnesty.
3.4.7. Check for any questions.
3.4.8. Front load the Troop Commander and the baggage detail.
3.5. Examination: Violations, both petty and serious, may occur because
of a misunderstanding of Customs laws. Accordingly, before you inspect
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any baggage you must satisfy yourself that the person clearly understands
what is expected and that you have given them every opportunity to properly declare objects acquired abroad. Some questions you may wish to ask
include the following:
3.5.1. “Did you receive a briefing on what we are looking for today?”
3.5.2. “Did you have an opportunity to take advantage of the amnesty
area?”
3.5.3. “Have you declared all articles that you purchased or acquired in any
other manner during this trip?”
3.5.4. “Have you included all clothing and jewelry which you acquired
abroad regardless of whether it has or has not been worn?”
3.5.5. “Are you carrying any articles for other persons?” (Mail, letters, gifts
etc.)
3.5.6. “Have you included in your exemption purchases made for friends
or relatives not intended as gifts?”
3.5.7. “Do you have any meat or animal products, fruits, vegetables, plants,
plant products, soil, live insects, cultures, snails, birds, or other animals?”
3.5.8. “Have you declared everything acquired on base/post facilities while
overseas?”
3.5.9. “Are you carrying over $10,000 in coin, currency, traveler’s checks,
money orders, or negotiable instruments?”
Note: During questioning, make a mental note of any inconsistencies or
evasions in the answers given. An additional warning regarding their declaration may be given, when deemed appropriate, in language similar to
the following:
“If you have failed to declare any article, or have declared any improper
value you may change your declaration to correct for these errors before
the inspection of your baggage. I must advise you that if inspection reveals
any articles, which were not declared, or the values, which you have
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declared, are found to be false, you will not be allowed to change the
information given in your declaration. Undeclared, undervalued articles
and any prohibited/restricted articles are subject to seizure and forfeiture.
In addition, you may be liable for a substantial penalty or subject to UCMJ
action.”
When an individual advises you before inspection that certain articles
have not been properly declared, you may permit them to amend their
declaration.
How detailed an examination varies with the passenger being examined.
Closely observe the passenger’s demeanor and the manner in which they
answer your questions. A seemingly insignificant occurrence or chance
remark may indicate that a more intensive examination is warranted. Evasive answers, reluctance to answer questions, not wanting to open containers, naming of superior officers for the purpose of intimidation, offering of gratuities, and other such actions are sufficient cause for you to be
alert to the possibility of finding prohibited/restricted articles and/or
contraband.
Always work systematically to avoid missing an area. When inspecting
suitcases, be alert to the possibility of false bottoms or other secret
compartments.
3.6. Places of Concealment:
3.6.1. Trunks and other containers used for the transportation of passenger’s personal effects afford many opportunities for concealment of contraband. Undeclared items have been found hidden in clothing, among
toilet articles, in soiled clothing, and in various wrapped packages often
found in such baggage. Observe whether a passenger shows unusual interest in the examination of a particular piece of baggage. All baggage should
be opened in order to expose the contents, and carefully scrutinized to discover any concealed contraband.
3.6.2. Small valuable objects and narcotic drugs in the form of powders,
crystals, capsules or tablets may be readily secreted inside hatbands and
sweatbands of hats. Objects also may be hidden under collars and lapels of
shirts; sewed into pockets, linings, and seams of garments; under armpits
and in various body crevices; in waistbands and cuffs of trousers; in shoes
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and stockings; under bandages; in the crook of the elbow; between the
shoulder bag hung around the neck or elsewhere about the body; and in
women’s handbags and vanity cases. If you have reason to believe
that a passenger is concealing objects on their person, notify the
NCOIC or OIC to arrange for a personal search.
3.7. Enforcement Actions: There are three basic types of violations:
petty, serious, and agricultural. Listed below are examples of
each type of violation, and what actions to take upon discovery
of the violation.
3.7.1. Petty Violations:
3.7.1.1. Pornographic magazines
3.7.1.2. A small quantity of an unauthorized war trophy
3.7.1.3. Ammunition.
3.7.1.4. A few Cuban cigars.
3.7.1.5. Water pipe.
3.7.1.6. Articles inadvertently not declared.
Action: For petty violations, seize article and explain to the passenger why the article is prohibited. Have the passenger update
declaration, if necessary. Annotate findings on appropriate
form.
3.7.2. Serious Violations:
3.7.2.1. Belligerent or excessively uncooperative subject.
3.7.2.2. Threatens CBCA with bodily harm.
3.7.2.3. Physically prevents CBCA from examining an object or container.
3.7.2.4. Attempts to bribe CBCA to allow prohibited or restricted item to
pass.
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3.7.2.5. Any explosives or UXOs.
3.7.2.6. Any weapons (firearm).
3.7.2.7. Any narcotics or controlled substances.
3.7.2.8. Large quantities of undeclared merchandise.
3.7.2.9. A willful violation. (The intentional concealment of prohibited,
restricted, or contraband items is a willful violation.)
Action:
Detain the passenger (Use handcuffs only if necessary).
Contact Group TOC at DSN 825-1440 or cell 968-1908, and request presence of either CID (Army) or NCIS (Navy or Marine).
Seize evidence on DA Form 4137, Evidence/Property Custody Document
to start chain of custody.
Prepare DA Form 2823, Sworn Statement. CID/NCIS will conduct investigation to include preparing the DA Form 3881, Rights Warning
Procedure/Waiver Certificate and apprehending subject.
If CID/NCIS do not respond, then CBCA’s at the scene will conduct the
investigation.
Apprehend subject.
Complete DA Form 3881, Rights Warning Procedures/Waiver Certificate.
Complete DA form 3975, Military Police Report.
Release subject to unit commander on DD Form 629, Receipt for Prisoner
or Detained Person.
3.7.3. Agricultural Violations:
3.7.3.1. Soil or sand present.
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3.7.3.2. Unauthorized food.
3.7.3.3. Article with uncertified stuffing
3.7.3.4. Any agriculturally prohibited items.
Actions: If item is dirty, have the passenger clean item. Otherwise seize
prohibited article and explain reason for seizure. All agricultural violations
will be corrected on the spot.
3.8. Personal Searches:
3.8.1. During the course of a passenger’s baggage examination circumstances may indicate the need for a personal search of the declarant. These
circumstances may include the detection of a suspected controlled substance in the baggage or the wear of excessively bulky clothing.
3.8.2. Under no circumstances will the CBCA search an individual under
Customs Authority.
Note: While it’s true CBCAs cannot search individuals or use MWDs to
search individuals under Customs authority, they may, however, search
individuals or use MWDs to search individuals, if the situation warrants,
and the CBCA has military authority to do so.
3.8.3. The CBCA will contact the OIC or NCOIC who will determine if a
search is required. If so, they will contact the 886 ESFG TOC at DSN 8251440 or cell 968-1908. Personal searches will occur out of public view.
3.9. Sterile Area:
3.9.1. Once examined, the passenger moves into the sterile area. No one
may leave the sterile area.
3.9.2. Those inside the sterile area may not come in contact with those
outside the sterile area.
3.9.3. The sterile area should be equipped with latrines and supplied with
water. MREs or meals should be provided if necessary.
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3.9.4. The sterile area needs to be controlled by a CBCA until passengers
depart for the aircraft.
3.9.5. Observe occupants in the sterile area to ensure contraband isn’t
introduced into the sterile area.
3.9.6. Anyone who leaves the sterile area needs to be re-examined and a
new declaration completed.
3.9.7. After all passengers have been examined hand over stamped Customs Declarations to the Troop Commander. Verify that the correct number of declarations is present. If incorrect number is present, check against
the manifest to identify who is missing a declaration. Direct the Troop
Commander to present declarations to the Customs Official at the port of
entry to the CTUS.
3.9.8. Ensure departing passengers police the sterile area of all trash and
leave the area in good order.
3.10. Baggage Detail:
3.10.1. The baggage detail must be under constant observation by a CBCA.
3.10.2. The aircraft cargo area must be searched for cleanliness and/or
presence of contraband prior to loading of baggage. – this requirement
pending clarification.
3.10.3. The baggage detail must bring their hand carried luggage with
them, as they will usually not return to the sterile area.
3.11. Escorting Passengers to Aircraft:
3.11.1. Airfield operations will notify the CBCAs when they are prepared for
the passengers to move to the aircraft.
3.11.2. A CBCA will remain with the passengers until they have boarded
the aircraft and the aircraft has departed. For passenger movements from
the APOD at Camp Doha, two CBCAs will accompany the passenger escort
detail—one in the lead vehicle and one in the trail vehicle.
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3.12. Aircrew: Aircrews for all military and military controlled-aircraft
must be pre-cleared for Customs, provided that the aircrew will be flying
directly to CTUS. If the crew will be changed out enroute, customs preclearance would be irrelevant. If the aircrew will be cleared, follow the
below steps.
3.12.1. The flight crew will complete a General Declaration
(outward/inward), CF-7507, Agriculture, Customs, Immigration, and
Public Health form.
3.12.2. The aircrew will receive a briefing and complete a customs declaration (DD Form 1854, CF 5123, or CF 5129).
3.12.3. Examine bags.
3.12.4. Process expeditiously to avoid delays.
3.12.5. Maintain sterility following examination/inspection.
This requirement is on hold pending further clarification.
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Chapter 4
CONTAINER PROCEDURES
4.1. Overview: DoD reg. 4500.9-R requires ALL DoD-sponsored cargo
be examined within the overseas area at the point of origin prior to shipment of cargo to CTUS. In keeping with this requirement, the unit preparing for redeployment will arrange to have CBCAs present during the
loading of their containers. The CBCAs will examine all cargo (personal
and government) to ensure compliance with US Customs laws and agricultural requirements. Following examination, the container will be sealed
and a stamped DD Form 2855 affixed to the exterior of the container. Any
container not having a DD Form 2855 will not be allowed to enter the
SPOE or the APOE. Prior to boarding of the ship or aircraft, the container
will receive a final rinse (if needed).
4.2. Clearing Unit’s Requirements:
4.2.1. Unit schedules the pre-clearance of their containers at least 48hours out (DSN 825-1440, cell 968-1908).
4.2.2. Unit will ensure all equipment is clean prior to inspection.
4.2.3. Prior to arrival of CBCAs, all containers will be unloaded, and the
equipment will be staged for inspection. Avoid laying equipment directly
on ground. Ideally some sort of hardstand should be available, or else lay
plywood or tarps underneath.
4.2.4. All locked/taped boxes need to be opened and emptied for
inspection.
4.2.5. Personal property/equipment may be included in DoD cargo shipments. However, the owner or responsible party must be present during
the inspection and when the gear is palletized/containerized.
4.2.6. Develop load plan prior to inspection.
4.2.7. Have sufficient personnel present to correct any deficiencies noted,
and to ensure efficient loading of containers. Unit should bring brushes
and rags.
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4.2.8. Interior of all containers must be swept prior to arrival of CBCAs.
Commander will brief troops about prohibited/restricted items prior to
inspection.
4.3. CBCA Requirements for Pre-clearance:
4.3.1. Once tasked with the specific job by the applicable squadron’s controller, the NCOIC will contact unit POC at least 24 hrs prior to appointment to:
4.3.1.1. Verify location and number of containers.
4.3.1.2. Determine number of personal bags and footlockers to be
uploaded. Inform POC that the owners/responsible person of the
bags/footlockers needs to be present for the examination.
4.3.1.3. Confirm that all containers will be downloaded and swept out prior
to CBCA arrival.
4.3.1.4. Remind that all locked/taped boxes must be readily accessible for
inspection.
4.3.1.5. Determine if any containers have not been opened and have their
original seals intact. Inform POC that these containers need not be
opened.
4.3.1.6. Verify personnel have been briefed on prohibited/restricted items.
4.3.2. NCOIC will conduct a Customs Brief prior to starting
inspections/examinations. Be sure to include an Amnesty period.
4.3.3. Containers that have not been opened in theater will be inspected to
verify that they have not been opened (the original security seal is still
intact; verify against DD Form 2855).
4.3.3.1. A random sample (10 percent) of containers will be opened to
determine if windblown soil has entered containers through improperly
sealed doors. If sample inspection reveals soil contamination, then all
containers will be opened and all visible soil will be swept out. This does
not necessarily require the containers to be down loaded.
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4.3.3.2. After the integrity and cleanliness of the interior is established, a
new security seal will be affixed to the doors (where applicable) and a new
DD Form 2855 completed, stamped, and affixed to the door. The new seal
# and container # will be annotated on the form.
4.3.4. All other containers must be downloaded for examination. The interiors will be swept to remove contamination. Cleanliness will be verified by
a CBCA before loading begins.
4.3.5. CBCAs will examine 100 percent of all cargo and personal baggage
prior to loading.
4.3.6. Once cargo is cleared for loading, a CBCA will observe the loading of
the container to ensure no contraband or unexamined cargo is loaded.
Owner/User of inspected cargo will not depart for lunch or appointments.
NOTE: Owner/User is responsible for loading of items. Under no circumstances will CBCAs assist in loading of items.
4.3.7. All bracing material (plywood, lumber, etc.) will be examined to
ensure no signs of insect infestation.
4.3.8. Once a container is loaded and locked, the CBCA will seal and affix a
stamped DD Form 2855 to the door above the seal. Be sure to annotate the
seal # and container # on the DD Form 2855.
4.3.9. Be sure to log the container #’s and Seal #’s on the container log
sheet.
4.3.10. Log any contraband seized on the contraband inventory sheet.
Turn in the completed form to the 886 ESFG/S2.
NOTE: If the NCOIC determines that the unit being cleared is not prepared for inspection (i.e. equipment dirty, not staged properly, insufficient
personnel, etc.), they will explain the problems to the POC to give them the
opportunity to correct the problems. If the problems continue, the NCOIC
may terminate the inspection and direct the POC to reschedule through
the applicable squadron’s TOC.
4.3.12. Requirements for Customs Brief: Prior to any actions by the
CBCAs, everyone will receive a Customs Brief explaining
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prohibited/restricted items and the pre-clearance process that is about to
occur.
4.3.12.1. Prior to briefing ensure everyone is present. If the group is too
large for the briefing area, brief them in smaller groups.
4.3.12.2. Explain the inspection/examination process to include amnesty.
4.3.12.3. Explain prohibited/restricted articles and the potential consequences of being caught with contraband.
4.3.12.4. Tell them if anyone has explosive devices, UXO's, or ammunition
they need to inform an inspector prior to the start of the examination they will still have amnesty.
4.3.12.5. Check for any questions.
4.4. Examination: Violations, both petty and serious, may occur
because of a misunderstanding of the Customs laws. Accordingly, before
you inspect any baggage you must satisfy yourself the person clearly
understands what is expected and has been given every opportunity to
properly declare objects acquired abroad. Some questions you may wish to
ask include the following:
4.4.1. “Did you receive a briefing on what we are looking for today?”
4.4.2. “Did you have an opportunity to take advantage of the amnesty
period?”
4.4.3. “Are you carrying any articles for other persons?” (Mail, letters, gifts
etc.)
4.4.4. “Do you have any meat or animal products, fruits, vegetables,
plants, plant products, soil, live insects, cultures, snails, birds, or other
animals?”
4.4.5. “Are you carrying over $10,000 in coin, currency, traveler’s checks,
money orders, or negotiable instruments?”
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4.4.6. During questioning, make a mental note of any inconsistencies or
evasions in the answers given.
4.4.7. How detailed an examination varies with the passenger being
examined. Closely observe the person’s demeanor and the manner in
which they answer your questions. A seemingly insignificant occurrence or
chance remark may indicate that a more intensive examination is warranted. Evasive answers, reluctance to answer questions, not wanting to
open containers, naming of superior officers for the purpose of intimidation, offering of gratuities, and other such actions are sufficient cause for
you to be alert to the possibility of finding prohibited/restricted articles.
Always work systematically to avoid missing an area. When inspecting
suitcases, be alert to the possibility of false bottoms or other secret compartments.
4.4.8. Places of Concealment:
4.4.8.1. Trunks and other containers used for the transportation of passengers’ personal effects afford many opportunities for concealment of
contraband.
4.4.8.2. Undeclared items have been found hidden in clothing, among
toilet articles, in soiled clothing, and in various wrapped packages often
found in such baggage.
4.4.8.3. Observe whether a person shows unusual interest in the examination of a particular piece of baggage.
4.4.8.4. All baggage should be opened in order to expose the contents, and
carefully scrutinized to discover any concealed contraband.
4.4.8.5. Wooden boxes are particularly susceptible to false bottoms/sides.
4.5. Enforcement Actions:
4.5.1. There are three basic types of violations: petty, serious, and agricultural. Listed below are examples of each type of violation and what actions
to take upon discovery of the violation.
4.5.2. Petty Violations:
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4.5.2.1. Pornographic magazines
4.5.2.2. A small quantity of an unauthorized war trophy.
4.5.2.3. Ammunition.
4.5.2.4. A few Cuban cigars.
4.5.2.5. Water pipe
4.5.2.6. Articles inadvertently not declared.
Action:
•
•

Seize article, and explain the reason why the article is prohibited.
Annotate findings on appropriate form.

4.5.3. Serious Violations:
4.5.3.1. Belligerent or excessively uncooperative subject.
4.5.3.2. Threatens CBCA with bodily harm.
4.5.3.3. Physically prevents CBCA from examining an object or container.
4.5.3.4. Attempts to bribe CBCA to allow prohibited or restricted item to
pass.
4.5.3.5. Any explosives or UXO’s.
4.5.3.6. Any weapons. (firearm)
4.5.3.7. Any narcotics or controlled substances.
4.5.3.8. A willful violation (the intentional concealment of prohibited,
restricted, or contraband items is a willful violation).
Action:


Detain the passenger (Use handcuffs only if necessary).
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Contact Group TOC at DSN 825-1440 or cell 968-1908, and
request presence of either CID (Army) or NCIS (Navy or
Marine).
Seize evidence on DA Form 4137, Evidence/Property Custody
Document to start chain of custody.
Prepare DA Form 2823, Sworn Statement. CID/NCIS will conduct investigation to include preparing the DA Form 3881,
Rights Warning Procedure/Waiver Certificate and apprehending subject.

If CID/NCIS do not respond, then CBCA’s at the scene will conduct the
investigation.





Apprehend subject.
Complete DA Form 3881, Rights Warning Procedures/Waiver
Certificate.
Complete DA form 3975, Military Police Report.
Release subject to unit commander on DD Form 629, Receipt
for Prisoner or Detained Person.

4.5.4. Agricultural Violations:
4.5.4.1. Soil or sand present.
4.5.4.2. Unauthorized food.
4.5.4.3. Article with uncertified stuffing
4.5.4.4. Any agriculturally prohibited items.
4.5.5. Actions:
4.5.5.1. If item is dirty, have the individual clean item.
4.5.5.2. Otherwise seize prohibited article and explain reason for seizure.
4.5.5.3. All agricultural violations will be corrected on the spot.
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Chapter 5
VEHICLE PROCEDURES
5.1. Overview: DoD reg. 4500.9-R requires ALL DoD-sponsored cargo to
be examined within the overseas area at the point of origin prior to shipment of cargo to CTUS. In keeping with this requirement, redeploying
units are responsible for cleaning their vehicles to USDA standards. A
CBCA will inspect all vehicles for Customs and USDA violations. Once
cleared the CBCA will affix a 2855 to the inside windshield (upper right
corner of driver’s side), place a security seal on all lockable compartments,
and direct the vehicle to a sterile holding area. When called for, the vehicles will be moved to the SPOE/APOE where they will receive a final rinse
(if needed) and verification of customs pre-clearance.
5.2. Clearing Unit’s Requirements:
5.2.1. Unit will arrive at wash rack at designated time. Units redeploying
from remote areas will need to locate appropriate wash area and sterile
area.
5.2.2. Ensure sufficient personnel present to efficiently clean the vehicles.
5.2.3. All locked compartments need to be readily accessible for
inspection.
5.2.4. Ensure sufficient personnel remain with vehicle during examination
to correct any deficiencies noted.
5.2.5. Ensure no Secondary Loads (equipment inside of MILVANS, ISUs,
and etc.,) are in the vehicles. Secondary loads are inspected prior to the
wash rack start date. The only inspections of secondary loads allowed on
the wash rack are the Basic Issue Items (BII) for the vehicle being
inspected. The BII must be secured in a compartment in the vehicle and
accessible to CBCA personnel.
5.2.6. Ensure vehicle fuel tanks have between ½ and ¾ of fuel prior to
entering the wash rack. Drives will not be permitted to refuel their vehicles
once they enter the wash rack.
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5.2.7. Ensure water buffaloes and tankers are empty and have had a “sniff”
test—documentation is required to prove the “sniff” test.
5.2.8. Ensure all tarps and bows on 5-ton and 2 ½-ton trucks are removed
due to ship restrictions on height.
5.2.9. Provide/Arrange for drivers to move vehicles to sterile area, and
later to SPOE/APOE.
5.2.10. Commander will brief soldiers about prohibited/restricted items
prior to inspection.
5.3. CBCA Requirements for Pre-clearance:
5.3.1. Inspections will be conducted 24-hours a day unless other wise
directed by ESFG S-3.
5.3.2. Remind that all locked compartments must be readily accessible for
inspection.
5.3.3. Verify that personnel have been briefed on prohibited/restricted
items.
5.3.4. NCOIC will conduct a Customs brief prior to starting
inspections/examinations. Amnesty period is anytime before the vehicle is
inspected.
5.3.5. CBCAs will be available at wash rack to provide advice to the unit.
5.3.6. Examine all vehicles to ensure compliance with USDA regulations.
5.3.4.1. Vehicles will have NO soil, sand, vegetable matter, or
insect/animal parts. A light dusting is acceptable.
5.3.4.2. Grease is not considered soil/dirt.
5.3.4.3. Unit will remove all equipment from vehicles, remove any access
panels, and open all compartments IAW CBCA instructions prior to the
examination being conducted.
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5.3.4.4. See Attachment #5 for problem areas.
NOTE: It is recommended that CBCAs examining tracked vehicles be
trained on the proper procedures for examining tracked vehicles.
5.3.7. Once a vehicle passes examination, the CBCA will place a security
seal on all lockable compartments, affix a completed 2855 (annotating the
seal #’s on the form) to the inside of the windshield (upper right corner of
driver’s side). For track vehicle, place the DD Form 2855 on the left side,
above the track, near the front.
5.3.8. All vehicles need to be escorted from inspection area to sterile area.
5.3.9. Be sure to log type of vehicle and bumper # on the Vehicle Inspection Log sheet.
5.3.10. Log any contraband seized on the contraband inventory sheet.
Turn in the form and contraband to the 886 ESFG TOC.
5.3.11. Contact 886 ESFG TOC (DSN 825-1440 or cell 968-1908) upon
completion of inspection to report quantity of vehicles cleared.
5.3.12. Vehicles will be moved from the sterile area to the SPOE/APOE,
under CBCA escort, when called for at the port. This requirement has been
identified, but has not been implemented due to lack of logistical support.
5.3.13. Vehicles will be staged in another sterile area.
5.3.14. Vehicles will receive a final rinse and verification of customs preclearance prior to loading.
5.3.15. If the DD Form 2855 is removed, or if sterility/cleanliness is compromised at any time, the vehicle must be re-examined and a new DD
Form 2855 affixed.
5.4. Requirements for Secondary Cargo: The only secondary cargo
allowed to be placed onto a vehicle is the Basic Issue Item (BII) for that
vehicle. The BII must be able to be secured in a lockable container on the
vehicle. Once the BII has been examined and cleared it must be sealed and
have a separate stamped 2855(annotating seal #’s on the form) placed
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above the seal. Record the seal numbers on the Vehicle Inspection Log
sheet.
5.5. Requirements for Customs Brief: Prior to any actions by the
CBCAs, everyone will receive a customs brief explaining prohibited and
restricted items and the pre-clearance process that is about to occur.
5.5.1. Prior to briefing ensure everyone is present. If the group is too large
for the briefing area, brief them in smaller groups.
5.5.2. Explain the inspection/examination process to include amnesty
area.
5.5.3. Explain prohibited and restricted articles and potential consequences of being caught with contraband.
5.5.4. Tell them that if anyone has explosive devices or UXO’s, they need to
inform an inspector prior to the start of the examination. They will still
have amnesty.
5.5.5. Check for any questions.
5.6. Enforcement Actions:
5.6.1. There are three basic types of violations: petty, serious, and agricultural. Listed below examples of each type of violations, and what actions to
take upon discovery of the violation.
5.6.2. Petty Violations:
5.6.2.1. Pornographic magazines
5.6.2.2. A small quantity of an unauthorized war trophy
5.6.2.3. A few Cuban cigars.
5.6.2.4. Ammunition.
5.6.2.5. Water pipe
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5.6.2.6. Articles inadvertently not declared.
Action:
•
•

Seize article, and explain to soldier reason article is prohibited.
Annotate findings on appropriate form.

5.6.3. Serious Violations:
5.6.3.1. Belligerent or excessively uncooperative subject. Threatens CBCA
with bodily harm.
5.6.3.2. Physically prevents CBCA from examining an object or container.
5.6.3.3. Attempts to bribe CBCA to allow prohibited or restricted item to
pass.
5.6.3.4. Any explosives or UXO’s.
5.6.3.5. Any weapons. (firearm)
5.6.3.6. Any narcotics or controlled substances.
5.6.3.7. A willful violation. (The intentional concealment of prohibited,
restricted, or contraband items is a willful violation.)
Action:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Detain individual (Use handcuffs only if necessary).
Contact 886 ESFG TOC at DSN 825-1440 or cell 968-1908, and
request presence of either CID (Army) or NCIS (Navy or
Marine).
Seize evidence on DA 4137 to start chain of custody.
Prepare DA 2823.
CID/NCIS will conduct investigation to include preparing DA
Form 3881, and apprehending subject.
If CID/NCIS do not respond, then CBCAs at the scene will conduct the investigation.
Apprehend Subject.
Complete DA 3881.
Complete DA 3975.
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Release subject to unit commander on DD 629.

5.6.4. Agricultural Violations:
5.6.4.1. Soil or sand present.
5.6.4.2. Unauthorized food.
5.6.4.3. Article with uncertified stuffing
5.6.4.4. Any agriculturally prohibited items.
Actions:
•
•
•

If item is dirty have soldier clean item.
Otherwise seize prohibited article and explain reason for
seizure.
All agricultural violations will be corrected on the spot.
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Chapter 6
AVIATION PROCEDURES
6.1. Overview: DoD reg. 4500.9-R requires ALL DoD-sponsored cargo to
be examined within the overseas area at the point of origin prior to shipment of cargo to CTUS. In keeping with this requirement, redeploying
units are responsible for cleaning their aircraft to USDA standards. A
CBCA will inspect all aircraft for Customs and USDA violations. Once
cleared, the CBCA will affix a DD Form 2855 to the windshield and place a
security seal on all lockable compartments. The aircraft will be flown to the
SPOE. CBCAs will observe the aircraft and conduct spot checks while they
are prepared for shipment.
6.2. Clearing Unit’s Requirements:
6.2.1. Unit schedules the pre-clearance of their aircraft at least 48 hours
out (DSN 825-1440, cell 968-1908).
6.2.2. Ensure sufficient personnel present to efficiently clean the aircraft.
6.2.3. All lockable and inspectable areas of the aircraft must be readily
accessible to the CBCA. (See Attachment 6 for inspectable areas).
6.2.4. Ensure sufficient personnel remain with aircraft during examination
to correct any deficiencies noted.
6.2.5. Commander will brief soldiers about prohibited/restricted items
prior to inspection.
6.3. CBCA Requirements for Pre-clearance:
6.3.1. NCOIC will contact unit POC at least 24 hrs prior to appointment to:
6.3.1.1. Verify location of heavy wash.
6.3.1.2. Ask quantity and types of aircraft to be cleared.
6.3.1.3. Remind them to have personnel present for inspection and
loading.
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6.3.1.4. Remind that all locked compartments and inspectable areas must
be readily accessible for inspection.
6.3.1.5. Verify that personnel have been briefed on prohibited/restricted
items.
6.3.2. NCOIC will conduct a Customs brief prior to starting
inspections/examinations. Be sure to include an amnesty period.
6.3.3. CBCAs will be available at wash area to provide advice to the unit.
6.3.4. Examine all aircraft to ensure compliance with USDA regulations.
6.3.4.1. Aircraft will have no soil, sand, vegetable matter, or insect/animal
parts. A light dusting is acceptable.
6.3.4.2. Grease is not considered soil/dirt.
6.3.4.3. Unit will remove all equipment from aircraft, remove any access
panels, and open all compartments IAW CBCA instructions prior to the
examination being conducted.
6.3.4.4. See Attachment #6 for inspectable areas.
NOTE: It is recommended that CBCA’s examining aircraft be trained on
the proper procedures for examining aircraft.
6.3.5. Once an aircraft passes examination, the CBCA will place a security
seal on all lockable compartments, and affix a completed DD Form 2855,
annotating the seal #’s and aircraft # on the form, to the windshield; this
DD Form 2855 is for the lockable compartments only.
6.3.6. Aircraft will then be flown to the SPOE, where it will be checked for
contraband and agricultural violations. Once satisfactorily inspected, the
helicopter will be “shrinked wrapped” and a DD Form 2855 will be affixed.
6.3.7. Be sure to log the type of aircraft on aircraft log sheet.
6.3.8. Log any contraband seized on the contraband inventory sheet. Turn
in the form and contraband to the 886 ESFG/S2.
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6.3.9. Contact 886 ESFG TOC (825-1440) upon completion of inspection
to report quantity of aircraft cleared.
6.3.10. CBCAs will observe the aircraft and conduct spot checks while they
are prepared for shipment.
6.3.11. Verification of customs pre-clearance prior to loading.
6.4. Requirements for Customs Brief: Prior to any actions by the
CBCA’s everyone will receive a customs brief explaining prohibited and
restricted items, and the pre-clearance process that is about to occur.
6.4.1. Prior to briefing ensure everyone is present. If the group is too large
for the briefing area, brief them in smaller groups.
6.4.2. Explain the inspection/examination process to include amnesty
area.
6.4.3. Explain prohibited and restricted articles, and potential consequences of being caught with contraband.
6.4.4. Tell them that if anyone has explosive devices or UXO’s, they need
to inform an inspector prior to the start of the examination. They will still
have amnesty.
6.4.5. Check for any questions.
6.5. Enforcement Actions:
6.5.1. There are three basic types of violations: petty, serious, and agricultural. Listed below examples of each type of violations, and what actions to
take upon discovery of the violation.
6.5.2. Petty Violations:
6.5.2.1. Pornographic magazines
6.5.2.2. A small quantity of an unauthorized war trophy
6.5.2.3. Ammunition.
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6.5.2.4. A few Cuban cigars.
6.5.2.5. Water pipe
6.5.2.6. Articles inadvertently not declared.
Action:
•
•

Seize article, and explain to soldier reason article is prohibited.
Annotate findings on appropriate form.

6.5.3. Serious Violations:
6.5.3.1. Belligerent or excessively uncooperative subject.
6.5.3.2. Threatens CBCA with bodily harm.
6.5.3.3. Physically prevents CBCA from examining an object or container.
6.5.3.4. Attempts to bribe CBCA to allow prohibited or restricted item to
pass.
6.5.3.5. Any explosives or UXOs.
6.5.3.6. Any weapons. (firearm)
6.5.3.7. Any narcotics or controlled substances.
6.5.3.8. A willful violation. (The intentional concealment of prohibited,
restricted, or contraband items is a willful violation.)
Action:
•
•
•
•
•

Detain individual (Use handcuffs only if necessary).
Contact 886 ESFG TOC at DSN 825-1440 or cell 968-1908, and
request presence of either CID (Army) or NIS (Navy or Marine).
Seize evidence on DA 4137 to start chain of custody.
Prepare DA 2823.
CID/NCIS will conduct investigation to include preparing the
3881, and apprehending subject.
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If CID/NCIS do not respond, then CBCAs at the scene will conduct the
investigation.
•
•
•
•

Apprehend Subject.
Complete DA 3881.
Complete DA 3975.
Release subject to unit commander on DD 629.

6.5.4. Agricultural Violations:
6.5.4.1. Soil or sand present.
6.5.4.2. Unauthorized food.
6.5.4.3. Article with uncertified stuffing. Any agriculturally prohibited
items.
Actions:
•
•
•

If item is dirty, have individual clean item.
Otherwise seize prohibited article and explain reason for
seizure.
All agricultural violations will be corrected on the spot.
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Chapter 7
PALLET PROCEDURES
7.1. Overview: DoD reg. 4500.9-R requires ALL DoD-sponsored cargo to
be examined within the overseas area at the point of origin prior to shipment of cargo to CTUS. In keeping with this requirement, the unit preparing for redeployment will arrange to have CBCAs present during the
loading of their pallets. The CBCAs will examine all cargo (personal and
government) to ensure compliance with US Customs laws and agricultural
requirements. Following examination, the pallet will be covered, strapped
down with cargo netting. Seals will be placed around the bottom of the
netting to indicate tampering.
7.2. Clearing Unit’s Requirements:
7.2.1. Unit schedules the pre-clearance of their pallets at least 48 hours out
(DSN 825-1440, cell 968-1908).
7.2.2. Unit will ensure all equipment is clean prior to inspection.
7.2.3. Prior to arrival of CBCAs, all pallets will be unloaded, and the
equipment will be staged for inspection. Avoid laying equipment directly
on ground. Ideally some sort of hardstand should be available, or else lay
plywood or tarps underneath.
7.2.4. All locked/taped boxes need to be readily accessible for inspection.
7.2.5. Personal property/equipment may be included in DoD cargo shipments. However, the owner must be present during the inspection and
when their gear is palletized/containerized.
7.2.6. Develop load plan prior to inspection.
7.2.7. Have sufficient personnel present to correct any deficiencies noted,
and to ensure efficient loading of containers. Unit should bring brushes
and rags.
7.2.8. Ensure the pallet is clean and serviceable
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7.2.9. Commander will brief troops about prohibited/restricted items prior
to inspection.
7.3. CBCA Requirements for Pre-clearance:
7.3.1. NCOIC will contact unit POC at least 24 hrs prior to appointment to:
7.3.1.1. Verify location and number of pallets.
7.3.1.2. Determine number of personal bags and footlockers to be
uploaded. Inform POC that the owners of the bags/footlockers need to be
present for the examination.
7.3.1.3. Confirm that all pallets will be clean and serviceable prior to CBCA
arrival. Also ensure wrapping material and cargo netting is available.
Wrapping material and cargo netting must be present to ensure the pallets
sterility after the inspection.
7.3.1.4. Remind that all locked/taped boxes must be readily accessible for
inspection.
7.3.1.6. Verify personnel have been briefed on prohibited/restricted items.
7.3.2. NCOIC will conduct a Customs brief prior to starting
inspections/examinations. Be sure to include an amnesty period.
7.3.3. All other containers must be downloaded for examination. The interiors will be swept to remove contamination. Cleanliness will be verified by
a CBCA before loading begins.
7.3.4. CBCAs will examine 100 percent of all cargo and personal baggage
prior to loading.
7.3.5. Once cargo is cleared for loading, a CBCA will observe the loading of
the pallet to ensure no contraband or unexamined cargo is loaded.
7.3.6. All bracing material (plywood, lumber, etc.) will be examined to
ensure no signs of insect infestation.
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7.3.7. The pallet will be wrapped and netted (cargo netting) in a manner to
prevent introduction of contraband. Customs seals will be placed along the
pallet in a manner to indicate tampering.
7.3.8. Once pallet is loaded and sealed, the CBCA will seal and affix a
stamped 2855 on opposite corners of the pallet—2 forms per pallet. Be
sure to annotate the seal # on the 2855.
7.3.9. Be sure to log the Pallet and Seal #’s on the container log sheet.
7.3.10. Log any contraband seized on the contraband inventory sheet. Turn
in the form to the 886 ESFG/S2 TOC.
7.3.11. Contact 886 ESFG TOC (DSN 825-1440, cell 968-1908) upon completion of inspection to report quantity of containers cleared.
NOTE: If the NCOIC determines that the unit being cleared is not prepared for inspection (i.e. equipment dirty, not staged properly, insufficient
personnel, etc.), they will explain the problems to the POC to give them the
opportunity to correct the problems. If the problems continue the NCOIC
may terminate the inspection and direct the POC to reschedule through
the 886 ESFG TOC. In addition, if the pallet cannot be sufficiently sealed
as to indicate tampering, the POC must find a suitable container.
7.3.12. Requirements for Customs Brief: Prior to any actions by the
CBCAs, everyone will receive a customs brief explaining prohibited and
restricted items, and the pre-clearance process that is about to occur.
7.3.12.1. Prior to briefing ensure everyone is present. If the group is too
large for the briefing area, brief them in smaller groups.
7.3.12.2. Explain the inspection/examination process to include amnesty
area.
7.3.12.3. Explain prohibited and restricted articles and the potential consequences of being caught with contraband.
7.3.12.4. Tell them if anyone has explosive devices or UXO's, they need to
inform an inspector prior to the start of the examination - they will still
have amnesty.
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7.3.12.5. Check for any questions.
7.4. Examination: Violations, both petty and serious, may occur because
of a misunderstanding of the Customs laws. Accordingly, before you
inspect any baggage you must satisfy yourself the person clearly understands what is expected and has been given every opportunity to properly
declare objects acquired abroad. Some questions you may wish to ask
include the following:
7.4.1. “Did you receive a briefing on what we are looking for today?”
7.4.2. “Did you have an opportunity to take advantage of the amnesty
period?”
7.4.3. “Are you carrying any articles for other persons?” (Mail, letters, gifts
etc.)
7.4.4. “Do you have any meat or animal products, fruits, vegetables, plants,
plant products, soil, live insects, cultures, snails, birds, or other animals?”
7.4.5. “Are you carrying over $10,000 in coin, currency, traveler’s checks,
money orders, or negotiable instruments?”
7.4.6. During questioning, make a mental note of any inconsistencies or
evasions in the answers given.
7.4.7. How detailed an examination varies with the passenger being
examined. Closely observe the person’s demeanor and the manner in
which they answer your questions. A seemingly insignificant occurrence or
chance remark may indicate that a more intensive examination is warranted. Evasive answers, reluctance to answer questions, not wanting to
open containers, naming of superior officers for the purpose of intimidation, offering of gratuities, and other such actions are sufficient cause for
you to be alert to the possibility of finding prohibited/restricted articles.
Always work systematically to avoid missing an area. When inspecting
suitcases, be alert to the possibility of false bottoms or other secret
compartments.
7.4.8. Places of Concealment:
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7.4.8.1. Trunks and other containers used for the transportation of passengers’ personal effects afford many opportunities for concealment of
contraband.
7.4.8.2. Undeclared items have been found hidden in clothing, among
toilet articles, in soiled clothing, and in various wrapped packages often
found in such baggage.
7.4.8.3. Observe whether a person shows unusual interest in the examination of a particular piece of baggage.
7.4.8.4. All baggage should be opened in order to expose the contents, and
carefully scrutinized to discover any concealed contraband.
7.5. Enforcement Actions:
7.5.1. There are three basic types of violations: petty, serious, and agricultural. Listed below examples of each type of violations, and what actions to
take upon discovery of the violation.
7.5.2. Petty Violations:
7.5.2.1. Pornographic magazines
7.5.2.2. A small quantity of an unauthorized war trophy.
7.5.2.3. Ammunition.
7.5.2.4. A few Cuban cigars.
7.5.2.5. Water pipe
7.5.2.6. Articles inadvertently not declared.
Action:
•
•

Seize article, and explain the reason why the article is
prohibited.
Annotate findings on appropriate form.
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7.5.3. Serious Violations:
7.5.3.1. Belligerent or excessively uncooperative subject.
7.5.3.2. Threatens CBCA with bodily harm.
7.5.3.3. Physically prevents CBCA from examining an object or container.
7.5.3.4. Attempts to bribe CBCA to allow prohibited or restricted item to
pass.
7.5.3.5. Any explosives or UXO’s.
7.5.3.6. Any weapons. (firearm)
7.5.3.7. Any narcotics or controlled substances.
7.5.3.8. A willful violation. (The intentional concealment of prohibited,
restricted, or contraband items is a willful violation.)
Action:
•
•
•
•
•

Detain individual (Use handcuffs only if necessary).
Contact 886 ESFG TOC at DSN 825-1440 or cell 968-1908, and
request presence of either CID (Army) or NCIS (Navy or
Marine).
Seize evidence on DA 4137 to start chain of custody.
Prepare DA 2823.
CID/NCIS will conduct investigation to include preparing the
3881, and apprehending subject.

If CID/NCIS do not respond, then CBCAs at the scene will conduct the
investigation.
•
•
•
•

Apprehend Subject.
Complete DA 3881.
Complete DA 3975.
Release subject to unit commander on DD 629.
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7.5.4. Agricultural Violations:
7.5.4.1. Soil or sand present.
7.5.4.2. Unauthorized food.
7.5.4.3. Article with uncertified stuffing
7.5.4.4. Any agriculturally prohibited items.
7.5.5. Actions:
7.5.5.1. If item is dirty, have the individual clean item.
7.5.5.2. Otherwise seize prohibited article and explain reason for seizure.
7.5.5.3. All agricultural violations will be corrected on the spot.
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Chapter 8
STERILE LOT GUIDANCE
8.1. Procedures for Accepting Vehicles into Sterile Lots
8.1.1. CBCAs must inspect all vehicles entering the sterile lot. Ensure that
the DD Form 2855 is on all separate items.
8.1.2. Do not allow any vehicle that does not meet Customs or USDA standards into the sterile yard.
8.1.3. All secondary loads must be annotated on the Customs form with
seal numbers. U.S. Marine Corps vehicles often have tents and camo systems in the back; make sure description and quantity are included on the
Customs form in the vehicle windshield or on the trailer.
8.1.4. All locks on any part of the vehicle or equipment must have a seal.
All equipment in any container or compartment of a vehicle must be
sealed.
8.1.5. If a deficiency can be easily corrected, have the driver pull the vehicle off to the side and make the corrections; allow other vehicles entering
the sterile lot to continue through the inspection/entry process. Do not
hold up or turn away an entire convoy because certain vehicle(s) do not
meet standards. Turn around or delay only the vehicle(s) with the discrepancies. Correct deficiencies on the spot, if possible.
8.1.6. Turn dirty vehicles around and send it back to the location it came
from. There are no personnel available at sterile lots or the SPOE to clean
vehicles and equipment. Do not allow dirty or non-inspected vehicles into
the sterile yard.
8.1.7. Ensure driver rolls up all windows before allowing the vehicle to
enter.
8.1.8. When convoys arrive at the SPOE/SPOD, the sterile lot CBCA will
make contact with CBCA escort and verify the number and type of
vehicles/equipment in the convoy. The CBCA escort will personally
account for all vehicles/equipment as they enter the sterile lot. The
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requirement for escorts from sterile lots to the SPOE/POD has been identified; however, this policy has not been implemented due to logistical
shortfalls.
8.2. Releasing vehicles from sterile lots
8.2.1. Check all forms to ensure they are still legible. If there is no form,
verify vehicle if vehicle had been pre-cleared and still meets
customs/USDA standards and attach a new DD Form 2855. If a vehicle’s
DD Form 2855 is not legible, re-inspect vehicle and attach a new DD Form
2855. If a seal is present, contact appropriate TOC to verify via seal tracking log. If confirmation is made, attach a new DD Form 2855. If confirmation could not be made, equipment will need to be re-inspected.
8.2.2. Direct dirty vehicles to the local wash rack to be cleaned and reinspected, and then attach a new DD Form 2855 on the inside of the windshield (upper right corner of driver’s side).
8.2.3. All secondary loads must be annotated on the Customs form,
including seal numbers. US Marine Corps vehicles often have tents and
camo systems in the back. Items would have to come out, be inspected,
and a DD Form 2855 affixed on the equipment.
8.2.4. Vehicles that have locks on any part of the vehicle or equipment
must have a seal. All equipment in any container or compartment of a
vehicle must be sealed-- preferably with a lock. Empty compartments on a
vehicle do not require a seal; however, they must be empty and clean.
8.2.5. Ensure that the DD Form 2855 is on all separate items. DD Form
1253s are not authorized and if present, should be removed and replaced
with a valid form.
8.3. Reporting Instructions: For any vehicle, container, conex, or
other equipment frustrated at the sterile lot, contact the 886 ESFG/S3 and
provide the following information (if on the spot corrections made or if
vehicle turned around and sent back to location it came from): From Customs form, get CBCA name, date/time, and stamp # and origin. Get vehicle bumper number, equipment description, or container number. Also
give a detailed account of the problem.
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8.4. Personnel Entering the Sterile Area:
8.4.1. Unit commanders in coordination with respective movement control
personnel and/or contractors will develop procedures to limit access into
sterile areas.
8.4.2. All personnel, vehicles, and items must be examined to ensure contraband isn’t introduced into the area - this may include a “pat-down” of
personnel at the discretion of the CBCA.
8.4.3. If personnel enter without being examined, the sterile lot should be
closed until it can be determined whether or not contraband was introduced into the area.
/// signed ///
JAMES P. SEWARD, Maj, USAF
886 ESFG, S-3
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Attachment 5
Areas to Check on Vehicles

- Engine compartment
- Under carriage

AREAS REQUIRING SPECIAL ATTENTION
(Principle applies to all type of vehicle)

Large Vents
Underneath
Hood

Cargo Straps

- Wheel wells

- Cargo straps
Under Carriage

Wheel Wells

Under Carriage

Wheel Wells

Axle-Off Frontal

#1

#2
Under Carriage

- Exterior
- Hand brake
- Fenders

Exterior

- Under carriage
Hand brake
- Wheel wells
- Axle
Under carriage Wheel Wells
- Step

Fenders

#1-Generator
#2-Trailer

Axle- Under carriage
Underneath Area
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Window Guards

Mud Flaps

Mud Flaps

Wheel Wells
Under Area

- Wheel wells
- Mud flaps
- Axle
- Drivers compartment

Under Area
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Areas to Inspect on Tracked Vehicles
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All cargo areas need to be opened
All deck plates need to be removed from tracks
NBC tubes/filters need to be opened/removed for inspection
All armor skirts need to be opened
All packs need to be pulled
Air filters need to be opened/removed for inspection
Battery boxes need to be opened
Water barriers on Bradleys need to be unrolled
Engine compartment opened
Back door and hatch opened
Top track guide ready for inspection
Gas tank covers need to be removed
Drain plugs need to be removed
Ammo bay doors need to be opened
All hatched / cargo areas need to be opened
Transmission cover plate needs to be removed (M1)
Rotate turret to inspect subturret
Inspect/examine the breech/barrel
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Note: Ensure the breach/barrel is inspected!
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Note: Ensure the breach/barrel is inspected!
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Attachment 6
Inspectable Areas on Aircraft (Helicopter)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nose compartment opened
Cockpit area
Pilot / Co-Pilot seat cushions removed
Pilot / Co-Pilot seat wells exposed
All cabin area sound proofing opened
Battery area exposed
Grenade boxes emptied and cleaned
All seats in cabin removed
Cargo hook exposed
Aft side wall sound proofing removed
Survival kit removed
Aft cargo compartments emptied and opened
R/H and L/H tail cone access panels
T/R and Int. G/B fairings removed
All drive shaft covers opened
Oil compartment opened
Engine cowlings opened
Main rotor sliding pylon opened
All external covers (i.e. fuel, ground power, etc.) opened

All areas IAW:
TM 55-1520-237-23-2

General Aircraft Maintenance

TM 237-10

Operator’s Manual

TM 237-PMSI

Preventative Maintenance Service Checks
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Appendix C: Correspondence Relating
Agricultural Clearance Incidents Experienced
by the Military
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Military Ocean Terminal at Sunny Point (MOTSU), North Carolina,
1999-2000

Figure C1. Information paper reporting snail infestation on military cargo on ships returning
from Europe and docked at the Military Ocean Terminal at Sunny Point (MOTSU), North
Carolina
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Figure C2. Observations of foreign snails on containers on the Motor Vessel Steven L. Bennett
in MOTSU, North Carolina (Source: Capt. Herbert T. Bolton, USN)
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Figure C3. Follow-up observations of snails found on the Motor Vessel Steven L. Bennett in
MOTSU, North Carolina (Source: Capt. Herbert T. Bolton, USN)
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Figure C4. Report of steam cleaning, fumigation, and organism identification--Motor Vessel
Steven L. Bennett in MOTSU, North Carolina, p. 1 of 2 (Source: Capt. Herbert T. Bolton, USN)
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Figure C5. Report of steam cleaning, fumigation, and organism identification--Motor Vessel
Steven L. Bennett in MOTSU, North Carolina, p. 2 of 2 (Source: Capt. Herbert T. Bolton, USN)
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Figure C6. Observations of foreign snails on containers on the Motor Vessel Austral Rainbow
in MOTSU, North Carolina (Source: Capt. Herbert T. Bolton, USN)
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Figure C7. Precautionary survey of a MOTSU staging area indicating the presence of foreign
snails and suggesting U.S. snails were transported to foreign ports, p. 1 of 3 (Source: Capt
Herbert T. Bolton, USN)
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Figure C8. Precautionary survey of a MOTSU staging area indicating the presence of foreign
snails and suggesting U.S. snails were transported to foreign ports, p. 2 of 3 (Source: Capt
Herbert T. Bolton, USN)
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Figure C9. Precautionary survey of a MOTSU staging area indicating the presence of foreign
snails and suggesting U.S. snails were transported to foreign ports, p. 3 of 3 (Source: Capt
Herbert T. Bolton, USN)
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Trapani, Italy, 1999

Figure C10. Snail eradication at Trapani, Italy, p. 1 of 3 (Source: Capt Mark A. Pomerinke)
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Figure C11. Snail eradication at Trapani, Italy, p. 2 of 3 (Source: Capt Mark A. Pomerinke)
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Figure C12. Snail eradication at Trapani, Italy, p. 3 of 3 (Source: Capt Mark A. Pomerinke)
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Germany, 2000-2001

Figure C13. Delcio Rivera comments on the German agricultural pre-clearance for troops
returning from the Balkans, p. 1 of 2
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Figure C14. Delcio Rivera comments on the German agricultural pre-clearance for troops
returning from the Balkans, p. 2 of 2
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Figure C15. Letter from USDA APHIS to U.S. Transportation Command expressing need for an
agricultural pre-clearance program for DoD cargo shipped from Germany to U.S., p. 1 of 3,
(Source: Delcio Rivera, USDA-APHIS)
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Figure C16. Letter from USDA APHIS to U.S. Transportation Command expressing need for an
agricultural pre-clearance program for DoD cargo shipped from Germany to U.S., p. 2 of 3,
(Source: Delcio Rivera, USDA-APHIS)
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Figure C17. Letter from USDA APHIS to U.S. Transportation Command expressing need for an
agricultural pre-clearance program for DoD cargo shipped from Germany to U.S., p. 3 of 3,
(Source: Delcio Rivera, USDA-APHIS)
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Figure C18. Report on German military equipment transport to U.S. for Exercise Roving Sands,
p. 1 of 3 (Source: Delcio Rivera)
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Figure C19. Report on German military equipment transport to U.S. for Exercise Roving Sands,
p. 2 of 3 (Source: Delcio Rivera)
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Figure C20. Report on German military equipment transport to U.S. for Exercise Roving Sands,
p. 3 of 3 (Source: Delcio Rivera)
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Southwest Asia, 2004

Figure C21. Message relating issue of cleaning U.S. military equipment transported from
Southwest Asia to Europe, p. 1 of 2 (Source: Ms. Evelia Sosa, USDA-APHIS)
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Figure C22. Message relating issue of cleaning U.S. military equipment transported from
Southwest Asia to Europe, p. 2 of 2 (Source: Ms. Evelia Sosa, USDA-APHIS)
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Figure C23. Message describing soiled military equipment and containers arriving in Corpus
Christi and Beaumont ports from Kuwait
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